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Abstract

This research project aims to shed light on the important role that domesticity has
played in art, during the twentieth century. The research proposes that the
mundane activities, the ordinary objects and the everyday life of h o m e informs
and at times has determined, m a n y historical and contemporary works of art
including m y o w n

For this exegesis I have used a method, which profiles various historical and
contemporary artists, in order to trace a 'lineage' of domesticity in relation to
w h o m , I can place m y o w n art practice. This lineage is pieced together by
c o m m o n and recurring interests in things domestic including; the use of actual
objects from home; 'scavenging' and recycling the detritus of domestic life and;
using 'domestic-art' traditions to reclaim the h o m e as a siteforpersonal and
creative activity.

For the visual component of this research I have produced over 800 works on
paper and canvas, which through materials, techniques, subject and arrangement,
reference aspects of domesticity. Within the contemporary idioms of painting,
printmaking and installation, m y work re-interprets and celebrates the domesticart traditions. These multiple 'units' incorporate both recycled and n e w materials,
including paper, gesso, watercolour and fabrics.

The title of my thesis, Domesticating Surface, Domesticating Space, is reflected
in both the making and the viewing of the work. B y cutting, embossing and
imprinting each unit, I have domesticated m y surfaces and through the flexible
configuration inherent in the units and their arrangement into roaming grids, m y
installations domesticate the space of the gallery.
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Introduction

Statement of Purpose
In this research project I aim to shed light on the important role that domesticity
has played in art during the twentieth century. The project proposes that the
mundane activities, the ordinary objects and the everyday life of the h o m e ,
informs and at times has determined, m a n y historical and contemporary works of
art including m y own. It also shows h o w m a n y processes carried out in the
h o m e , are analogous to those undertaken in the studio.

Artists often refer to the thesis process as a journey, but I prefer to think of
voyage - from the kitchen sink to the studio and back again. Like m u c h of life, it
is a process involving ebb and flow, periods of dark stormy skies and still sunny
mornings, constantly changing and tossing back and forth - at one m o m e n t it is
filled with the grime of yesterday's leftovers and the next, it is offering up
sparkling n e w insights and inspirations. This exegesis records the process of m y
'kitchen sink voyage' to discover the meaning of domesticity in m y o w n work
and the 'lineage' to which that work belongs.

The research method I have used for the exegesis 'profiles' various historical an
contemporary artists, w h o exemplify important and recurring engagements with
domesticity. In so doing I have traced what is for m e , a 'lineage' of artists in
relation to w h o m I can place m y o w n art practice. This 'lineage' is by no means a
definitive one but rather, pieced together by c o m m o n and recurring interests in
things domestic, including; the use of actual objects from h o m e ; the recycling of
the detritus of domestic life; the 'scavenging' from various depositories discarded
materials from h o m e ; using 'domestic-art' traditions and materials to reclaim the
h o m e as a siteforpersonal and creative activity; as well as critiquing established
modes of thinking about art and h o m e .
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Through these 'profiles' m y research also sheds light on the w a y in which
domesticity helps create a bridge, between life at h o m e and life in the studio and
m a y serve to break d o w n the barriers, which seek to remove art from everyday
life.

For the visual research I have made a body of work in which the materials,
techniques and subject matter reference various aspects of domesticity and reinterpret 'domestic-art' traditions, within a contemporary context. The title of m y
thesis, Domesticating Surface, Domesticating Space, is reflected in both the
making and the viewing of the work. B y cutting, embossing and imprinting each
unit, I have domesticated m y surfaces and through the flexible configuration
inherent in the multiple units and their arrangement into roaming grids, m y
installations domesticate the space of the gallery.

Defining the domestic in Art
Domesticity is not a specific art movement and neither has it been defined as an
art term, but rather it is a word which is often applied to a diverse range of art
objects and methods, in order to express an equally diverse range of ideas about
'house and home'. Domesticity in art means m a n y different things to different
people and m a y incorporate a critique or a celebration, a re-evaluation or a
representation of h o m e - its life, rituals, structures, ideals, objects and
relationships. The discourse of domesticity in art m a y include the politics and
roles of h o m e , the structure, activities and taboos of h o m e . It m a y address the
psychological effects and ideals of h o m e and the h o m e as a construct and place of
emotional dichotomies.

Domesticity cannot be treated, in any way as a homogenous whole, however,
through the threads and linkages explored in this exegesis, m a n y c o m m o n ideas
about 'house and h o m e ' are communicated through art.

9

T h e historical context
Domesticity in art allows a thread to be woven, at times loosely and at others
more tightly, through various art movements and the works of particular artists,
including D a d a and Surrealism, Arte Povera, Junk Art, Pop Art, Performance,
Feminism and Post-Modernism. A search of the literature on domesticity in art
has also revealed a plethora of predominantly object-based examples and by this I
mean, either actual or representational objects drawn from the domestic sphere.

The research project has allowed me the pleasure of considering anew such
people as Marcel D u c h a m p and Meret Oppenheim, w h o are profiled here for their
pivotal role in bringing the domestic into the fore of twentieth century art. The
mundane and the everyday are vital ingredients in m a n y approaches to
domesticity in art and with their re-contextualised objects from h o m e these artists
stand for m e , as the 'founders' of that interest.

Personal and professional context
The important influence of the Feminist art movement of the 1960's and 70's on
m y o w n and other contemporary artist's work is elucidated in Chapter 2. For
m e , this influence is expressed through the re-contextualising and reclaiming of
'women's work' and materials from within the home, for the idioms of painting,
printmaking and installation. The activities referred to as the domestic-arts,
include quilting, sewing, embroidery, loiitting, crochet, lace-making and interior
furnishing and decoration.

Of equal importance to my own work is the creative mentoring I received within
m y parental home. S o m e of m y earliest creative memories are of learning to
sew and knit and of m y mother's ever-busy hands - sewing and knitting the
garments m y family would wear - and of m y Nana's arthritic knuckles turning
yarn into garment, turning repetition into object. M y parents enrolled m e in m y
first oil painting classes and also allocated a small room under our house for m y
first 'studio', when I was in m y early teens.

10

The visual vocabulary I use owes its currency to those home-based incentives
and inspirations, as well as the Feminist efforts to bring the domestic-arts and
h o m e making materials into the 'high' art arena. Through this research I have
c o m e to appreciate h o w important to m y o w n art practice, the h o m e and those
Feminist influences have been. The current 'multi-tasking' between m y h o m e
and artistic roles on a daily basis, is also an important factor in the domesticity
of m y work for this project.

The works on paper made for the installation Offcuts & Castoffs

l

in 2000,

largely precipitated this research project and involved the reconstruction of
hundreds of paper 'discards' from m y painting process. Elements of quiltmaking were utilized and the analogy of the quilt inspired the decision to set the
units out on the wall in roaming grids. This installation was m yfirstforay into
the idiom and also the first time that the domesticity inherent in the materials
and subject of m y work, interfaced directly with the architecture of the gallery.

In envelop 2001,2 made for and exhibited during the Masters project, I was able
to extend the ideas and methods of the earlier installation, in order to 'quilt' the
entire space of the gallery. The motifs I used were hand-cut from recycled
envelopes and with lace off-cuts, were individually embossed onto rag paper.
The introduction of the lace as a m e d i u m for embossing extended m y earlier
efforts at domesticating surfaces, such as painted lace-impressed paper and
velvet and lace-impressed gesso on canvas. The research project has enabled m e
to more fully explore through surface, materials, process and arrangement, m y
o w n 'take' on domesticity.

Sources for the domestic
Several important sources have enabled m e to piece together a 'loom' o n which to
'weave' this appraisal of domesticity in art and m y o w n place within that history.
O f particular importance is Christopher Reed's book of essays, Not at Home:

The

A collaborative exhibition with Susan Knight at Linden - Centre for Contemporary Arts in St.
Kilda, in March 2000
A n installation of over 400 works on paper, exhibited at Linden, in October, 2001 - See
envelop, 2001, Illustrations No.l, 12, 13 & 22 on pp 1, 61, 64 & 1 0 0 of this exegesis
ll

Suppression ofDomesticity in Modern Art & Architecture? In this seminal book
a position is articulated that domesticity in art represents a many-faceted
counterbalance to Modernism's 'high' ideals - especially those that sought to
remove the artists and their art from the rest of life. Modernism Reed argues, is
characterized by periods of ".. .antagonism toward domesticity.. ."4 which
attempt to suppress or 'edit out' the domestic in art. Through its ideals of
transcendence over the ordinary and the everyday, Modernism expresses this
antagonism in 'high art' movements such as Abstract Expressionism, Formalist
Abstraction and turn of the century Modernist architecture.5

I have drawn on several of these essays, which I feel indicate a 'subversive'
lineage of artists w h o embrace domesticity in their art. The essays show, for
example, that w h e n the action painters of the 1950's removed themselves to the
'un-domesticated' space of "naked-light bulb" 6 studios - immersed in the
'transcendent' realm of their huge canvases - the Pop artists c a m e in to fill the
gap. With their icons of the everyday and the kitchen sink, the Pop artists filled
the void between art and the rest of life. W h e n hard-edged Formalist Abstraction
was centre stage in the 1960's, Feminism interrupted the proceedings with
women's lives and work from home. The domestic incursions profiled in Reed's
book are he says, all 'sub-currents' to the trend of domestic suppression in
Modernism and those taken up in this exegesis, are Surrealism, Pop, Junk and
Feminism.

Reed, C. Not at H o m e : The Suppression of Domesticity in Modern Art & Architecture.
Thames & Hudson, London U K , 1996
Ibid., 7
Reed's book defines domesticity as encapsulating the aesthetic and social values within the
home and as predominately 'feminine' - that is; decorative and family oriented. High
Modernism is seen as the art movements and ideals, which represent 'masculine' assertions to
re-gain control of the h o m e space and distance it from other realms of life. For example: Le
Corbusier claimed to design a "machine for living in" and came after Adolf Loos, w h o
designed houses that "exclude family life" - althoughfilledwith ".. .sumptuous displays of
materials and craft... it was more a staging of domesticity - not unlike the museum, collector,
artefact - rather than a lived reality". Ibid., 9. 'Homey' or domestic, was seen as ordered,
refined, but highly embellished or decorated and 'avant-garde' or modern, was seen as spare,
rational, exemplified in hard lines and surfaces that were supposed to repel or 'transcend' the
detritus of living that accumulates on an excess of objects and surfaces - i.e., dust and grime.
Popular taste or the "culture of domesticity" also referred to as 'kitsch', Ibid., 211 is said to be
the antithesis of high' Modernist pursuits in art and architecture.
Gouma-Peterson, T. Miriam Schapiro: Shaping the Fragments of Art & Life. Harry N
Abrams, Inc., N Y , 1999, p 23
12

Helen Molesworth's essay Work Aversion: The Everyday Life of Marcel
Duchamp

's Readymade7

has also proved important. Molesworth puts forward a

re-evaluation of Duchamp's readymades in relation to the domestic sphere and
argues that the h o m e was a primary influence on their making and installation.
The object-based works of Meret Oppenheim are also important to the historical
framework of domesticity in art. Meret Oppenheim: Beyond the Teacup% and
Women Artists & The Surrealist Movement, p have been valuable sources for
understanding Oppenheim's contribution

The domestic and the everyday are also exemplified, through a life-long
engagement, in the work of Claes Oldenburg. I have drawn on Oldenburg's
Anthology,10 as well as a number of recent articles and reviews, which show an
insistent domesticity in his oeuvre. Oldenburg's work bridges the gap between
the everyday h o m e and the 'high' art arena and also, between art disciplines and I
have placed m y discussion of his work in Chapter 3, on Installation

The Feminist art movement of the 1960's and 70's brought ideas about 'home' as
the site of personal/political debate and productivity into thefrontline of late
Modernism. Feminism's re-evaluation of the previously denigrated domestic-arts
is extremely important to m y o w n work and for a significant example of this, I
have drawn on Miriam Schapiro's monograph, Shaping the Fragments ofArt and
Life.11 Several current articles and exhibition reviews have also been important in
discussing the relationship between Feminism and the contemporary domestic in
art.

By way of contemporary artists I have profiled Elizabeth Gower, whose work
picks up multiple threads between historical and contemporary approaches to
domesticity. I have also discussed the collaborative exhibition, Home is where

Molesworth, H. Work Aversion: The Everyday Life of Marcel Duchamp's Readvmade.
feature article in Art Journal, U S , Vol. 57, No. 4,1998 pp 50-63
8
Burckhardt, J & Curiger, B (Ed's.) Meret Oppenheim: Beyond the Teacup. Independent
Curators Inc. N Y , 1996
Chadwick, W . W o m e n Artists & The Surrealist Movement. Thames & Hudson, U K , 1985
10
Celant, G. (Cur.) Claes Oldenburg: A n Anthology. Guggenheim Museum Publications, N Y ,
1995
11
Gouma-Peterson, loc. cit.
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the Heart Is, for its relevance to m y o w n personal background and creative
'mentoring'. This exhibition also extends for m e , the Feminist interests in
collaboration between professional artists and home-based artists/craftspeople.

Introducing the Artworks
T h e materials, techniques and subject matter of m y o w n work all reference, in
varying degrees, aspects of domesticity and re-interpret domestic-art traditions
within the contemporary idioms of painting, print-making and installation. The
body of work resulting from this research incorporates over 800 works on paper
and canvas, which m a k e up several discrete installations and a number of minor
works. 13

Each installation is constructed of multiple units, which are arranged on the
'shallow-space'14 of the wall and continues m y interest in creating an interface
between the domesticity of the work and the unique sites within the gallery. The
multiples also parallel, for m e the 'fractured' and chaotic nature of life and the
juggling of roles between h o m e and studio. The works o n paper incorporate
printmaking techniques of embossing15 and chine colle,16 as well as 'recycling'
the positive and negative motifs for pattern making. The paintings on canvas
incorporate the use of gesso, watercolour, gouache, lace and paper and all works
involve the use of both new/sturdy and recycled/fragile materials.

It was affirming of my thesis subject to find that the sub-text of this year's
Melbourne International Festival directed by R o b y n Archer, is that of 'the kitchen
sink'.

Thwaites, V. (Cur.), H o m e is Where the Heart Is. exhibition catalogue, Published by V.
Thwaites, M . Eagle, S, Radok and S A C W A , (ISBN 0 9595800 6 9), S A . 2001
Several of these works have been exhibited (one solo, three group shows) during 2001/02
C u m o w , W . Floating in a Shallow Space, in Art & Asia Pacific, Vol. 1, N o 2, 1994, p 18
Embossing - A n y process e.g. casting, chasing, stamping, carving or moulding, designed to
make a pattern or figurative composition stand out in relief..." Lucie-Smith, E. Dictionary of
Art Terms. Thames & Hudson, U K , 1991, p 73
Chine colli: a method of adhering thin pieces of collage paper to the larger printing paper, at
the same time as the inked image is printed. Ross, J, Romano, C & Ross, T. The Complete
Printmaker: techniques/ traditions/ innovations. The Free Press/MacMillan Inc. N Y , 1972, p
346. In the case of m y o w n work I have used recycled paper envelopes and origami sheets,
glue and lace embossing.
14

A recent article b y R a y m o n d Gill entitled Robyn gets domestic, describes the

theme of the festival as being ".. .a reference to artists turning to domestic ideas in
a tumultuous world..." Whether expressed as tumultuous or harmonious,
chaotic or ordered, domesticity in art represents a fertile ground for 'growing' a
better understanding, of the relationship between home and art. In her essay on
artists and the contemporary domestic Dina Ryan says of the dichotomies
inherent in this ground

.. .Exhibitions) about contemporary domesticity posit diverse notions about
home and sets of ironic contradictions as the fundamental characteristics of
domestic space and relations - word pairs such as private / public, alienation /
security, comfort / longing, memory / desire, suppressive / expressive, contained
/ sheltered, self/ other, claustrophobic / transcendent, house / body, and subject /
object...18

M y research project invites the reader and the viewer to consider the important
role that domesticity, with its many layers of meaning and association has played
in the art, through the artists and artworks profiled in this 'kitchen sink voyage'.

Gill, R. Robyn Gets Domestic, in The Age Thursday, 1st August, 2002, The Culture p 1
Ryan, D. Roiling with Talk: artists and the contemporary domestic. Article in Art Papers,
U S A , Vol. 25, No. 5, 2001, p 20
15

Meret Oppenheim at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm, during her retrospective in 1967.
16

CHAPTER

1
At H o m e with Art: historical engagements

Domesticity has cast a wide net over m a n y art movements during the twentieth
century and in this Chapter I profile what are for m e , several important and
pivotal examples. A s stated in m y introduction, these examples while in no w a y
an exhaustive representation have enabled m e to trace an historical 'lineage' of
the contemporary domestic in art.

Many instances of everyday objects from home float to the surface of this
'kitchen sink voyage' and m y research show that notions of domesticity in art are
often inextricably linked, to the use of actual domestic objects. This can be seen
in the ready-mades of Marcel D u c h a m p and Meret Oppenheim's Surrealist
objects, through to contemporary installations of everyday detritus in the work of
Elizabeth G o w e r and Nina Fletcher.19 It is with the object-ness of art that I
c o m m e n c e this search into the antecedents of domesticity in contemporary art.

Duchamp's domestic disruptions
The phrase ".. .the chance meeting of a sewing machine and an umbrella on a
dissecting table..." written by Isidore Lucien Ducasse in 1868

is said to have

inspired the D a d a and Surrealist's general interest in discordant objects. In 1917
Marcel D u c h a m p created one of the most famous of these discordant objects
w h e n he named that indispensable 'modern' domestic object - the toilet bowl,

U K artist whose sculptures incorporate wardrobe discards - shoes, bras and curtains.
London, S. Fairytales of Domesticity, the University Gallery, Clark University/Worcester
exhibition, Article in Art New England, U S A , Vol. 22, N o . 3, 2001, p 39-40
Chadwick, W . op cit., 45
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Fountain. Attributing it to a fictitious author and presenting it as a piece of
sculpture, this reactionary gesture and choice of object, ensured that domesticity
went hand in hand with D u c h a m p on to centre stage of twentieth century art. O f
the Fountain and its 'fictitious' maker, D u c h a m p said

.. .Mr Mutt... took an ordinary article of life, placed it so that its useful
significance disappeared under a new title and point of view.. .(he)
created a new thought for that object.21
The latrine and other 'ordinary articles of life', associated with the home - a wine
bottle drying rack, a snow shovel a hat rack, a bicycle wheel and a kitchen stool are the most c o m m o n l y referred to of D u c h a m p % then radical, readymades.22
Taken from the confines of the domestic setting and re-contextualised as art, they
changed forever perceptions of the art object and its associated hierarchies of
meaning and materials. In his sculpture, The Large Glass (1915-23) that most
ubiquitous of domestic pests - dust, w a s deliberately incorporated into the
structure of the sculpture and then further corroborated in photographs by M a n
R a y titled, Dust Breeding and Raising ofDust (1920).23

Duchamp made a 'rule' of chance for himself in making his readymades
whereby, a day and time were set for him to choose the first object he
encountered.24 It makes sense to presume that, because D u c h a m p lived and
worked in the one space, m o r e often than not a domestic object would be
encountered. Originally constructed in 1913, Bicycle Wheel25 incorporates a
simply crafted kitchen stool, coated in a luscious creamy white paint, with a shiny
black bicycle wheel sitting proudly atop. The treatment of both objects with their
various layers of paint remind m e of the 'domestic art' of furniture renovation and
I can just imagine the objects inspiring commercial paint names like 'Duchamp's

Chilvers, I. A Dictionary of Twentieth Century Art. Oxford Reference Online, Oxford
University Press, 11 June, 2002
Readymade - "a name given by Marcel Duchamp to a type of work he invented consisting of
a mass-produced article selected at random, isolated from its functional context and displayed
as a work of art" - Art Term Definition by Chilvers, Ibid.
Henderson. L D . Duchamp in Context: Science & Technology in the Larse Glass & Related
Works, Princeton University Press, U S A , 1998, p. 118-119, Plate 123.
Ades, D. Surrealism as Art, in Surrealism: Revolution by Night. Exhibition Catalogue,
National Gallery of Australia, 1993, p 6
Ibid., 7
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antique white' and 'Duchamp's lamp black'. Forays into interior decoration were
not unheard of for the D a d a and Surrealists. Dali designed for the House of
Schiaparelli and m a d e furniture and department store w i n d o w dressings,
including a bathtub lined with fur, inspired by Meret Oppenheim's teacup.26

In her essay, Work Aversion - The everyday life of Marcel Duchamp's
readymade,27 Helen Molesworth proposes an mtrinsic link between domesticity
and Duchamp's readymades. She re-evaluates the readymades in relation to
domesticity through questioning notions of work, both on the domestic and
artisticfronts.28Molesworth also extends the argument about context and
meaning in art, to include the artist's studio - which for D u c h a m p was also his
h o m e - and posits that the h o m e was of primary importance to his artistic
practice. In so doing she makes, what is for m e an important point, that the
readymades c o m e directly out of Duchamp's lived-in work place.

Photographs of the readymade objects installed in his home/studio, taken by
D u c h a m p and included in a major retrospective exhibition of 1941 are the
impetus for Molesworth's re-evaluation of the readymades. It is these very
photographic documentations that, for her ".. .point to the h o m e (be it the artist's
or the collector's) as an institution of art, on par with the m u s e u m or gallery."29

Duchamp's re-contextualisation of everyday objects, normally used in the course
of house-work, or "maintenance work" 3 0 as Molesworth calls it, renders them
"dysfunctional" in order to question not only art strictures, but importantly for
m e , to also blur the boundaries between work and leisure, h o m e and studio and
notions of private and public. The photographs document the objects disrupting
functional spaces and interrupting work - both maintenance and art w o r k ".. .the
26

Chadwick, opcit, 118
Molesworth, loc. cit.
Molesworth discusses Duchamp's supposed anti-work ethic - it is said that he gave up art for
Chess in the 1920's and that he was perpetually la2y. Ibid., 57
29
Ibid., 50
30
Ibid., 58 Here Molesworth substitutes the term domestic work for maintenance work, a term
borrowed from feminist artist, Mierle Laderman Ukeles's performances of the seventies
entitled Maintenance Art, in which she cleaned spaces ranging from her home to museums to
public sidewalks...(and through which she argued) that maintenance work is a continuum that
connects usually unseen/unpaid domestic labour to the same maintenance work that occurs in
"public" institutions".

hat rack was suspended from the ceiling; the coat rack was nailed to the floor, the
typewriter cover protected nothing but air; and the urinal stood alone, inverted,
forever unused."31

Molesworth also re-evaluates Duchamp's modus operandi in relation to various
socio-historic conditions of the early 1900's in America. These being a
management system k n o w n as 'Taylorism', which sought to m a k e the
industrialized workplace more streamlined and profitable and, intriguingly, its
counterpart on the economicfront- the 'domestic economy movement' .32 These
movements are cited as having a major impact on both the industrialized/ outside/
public world and simultaneously, on the domestic/ home/ private world. The
imperative was for the home, like the workplace to become more organized,
regimented and therefore, more 'productive'.

Molesworth's point, it seems to me, is that Duchamp's readymades work against
the limiting regimes and dictates of the day - whether that be, in the art world, on
the factory floor or in the home. It is the home, as the primary site of domesticity,
that Molesworth argues was an important but not recognized, indeed denigrated,
ground for Duchamp's inception of the readymades, their original installation and
subsequent documentation. For D u c h a m p the Modernist perception that the
spaces of work and h o m e are 'alienated' did not hold true. Rather, domesticity
and the external world, the world of ideas and art cohabit equally within his
epistemology.

Dawn Ades makes, what is for me, a very important point when she says, that
Duchamp's readymades interfered deliberately ".. .with the boundary between art
and everyday life."33 The privileging of everyday objects from the domestic
sphere in the readymades, and their intrinsic ability to ".. .critique institutions and
structures of power.. ,"34 ensured a pivotal and recurring place for D u c h a m p , as
well as domesticity, in art practice throughout the twentieth century.

Ibid., 50
Note: Frederick Winslow Taylor's Principles of Scientific Management (1911), Ibid., 54
Ades, D. op. cit., 6
Molesworth, op. cit., 59 - in this reference Molesworth is quoting Benjamin Buchloh
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The readymades also led the w a y in bridging the 'Modernist' gap, between art
and everyday life.

Meret Oppenheim takes tea
Meret Oppenheim was only four years old w h e n D u c h a m p 'made' Fountain in
1917 and is another important artist w h o drew on the everyday and objects from
h o m e , for her Surrealist sculptures. Meret Oppenheim's engagement with the
domestic also further blurred the boundaries between art and everyday life.

Oppenheim was propelled to fame at the age of twenty-three when the Museum
of M o d e m Art in N e w York purchased Object 1936,35 a fur covered cup, saucer
and spoon. This, most famous of Oppenheim's contributions to Surrealism, and
the most well k n o w n of her o w n oeuvre, is for m e a quintessentially domestic
sculpture. Although, like all Surrealist Objects, its functionality has been
subverted - as if the Big Bad W o l f ate Grandma while she was sipping her tea, or
perhaps Grandma has cast a spell on the Big Bad Wolf, turning him into china
and subverting his power over her.

Oppenheim's Object retains its inherent domesticity, through scale, form and
even materiality — fur being a material of adornment and function, both for people
and their homes. In line with Surrealist objectives and theoretical ideals, such as
'alchemical transformation' and functional subversion, Object conformed to what
Andre Breton defined as ".. .hound(ing) the m a d beast of function"3'
However, even with its fetishistically embellished surface and anamorphic
qualities, Object retains its association to the domestic sphere from whence it
originated. It is unmistakably, a simple cup, saucer and spoon and close
inspection reveals the functional object lying just below the surface of its fur
'coat'.

Object was also known as Breakfast in Fur or, as the artist matter-of-factly called it; Cup,
saucer and spoon, covered with fur. Burckhardt, J & Curiger, loc. cit. See Illustration No. 2
on p 24 of this exegesis
Helfenstein, J. Against the Intolerability of Fame: Meret Oppenheim & Surrealism.
Burckhardt, J & Curiger, Ibid., 29
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A photograph in Beyond the teacup

shows the artist during her retrospective of

1967, pretending to drink from the fur teacup which, further playfully confirms
for m e , the link between the object and its domestic origins.

Oppenheim's engagement with domesticity is also evidenced in her forays into
Haute Couture, including the construction of jewellery such as a fur bracelet
m a d e for the fashion designer, Schiaparelli and the use of shoes in several of her
objects. Another photograph shows Oppenheim modelling a jacket, constructed
from strips of paper, that she m a d e for an Italian designer in 1976. In Portrait
with Tattoo 1980,38 the photograph is manipulated so that the artist's face
becomes embellished with a stencilled, decorative pattern. The image is
evocative of various forms of body ornamentation, including, scarification,
tattooing and decorative masks. For m e it is m u c h more evocative of the latter as if Oppenheim has stretched cut fabric over her face - the decorative
embellishment draws our attention to the detailed surface of her aging flesh and
the layers beneath. It becomes an ambiguous veil, ".. .that both conceals and
reveals her purposely ambiguous identity."39

Other domestic objects incorporated into Oppenheim's work throughout her long
career include mother of pearl buttons engraved with images of tiny h u m a n feet; a
pair of gloves m a d e from animal fur and another pair m a d e of kid hide and
printed with red 'veins'; women's shoes; a small round table; a beer glass; a
decorative frame; a saw, a clock case; baking dough and a dinner setting; damask
and a carving knife. Materials used by Oppenheim in the making of these objects
and which draw on domestic-art and craft traditions, include fur, lace, buttons,
gilding, w o o d and food products.40 The fur covered bracelet Oppenheim m a d e
for Schiaparelli, said to have been admired by Pablo Picasso and Dora Maar, is
credited with having inspired her fur covered cup, spoon and saucer. 41
37

Ibid., 165 - See Illustration No. 2 on p 16 of this exegesis
Spector, N . Performing Identities, in Burckhardt, J & Curiger, Ibid., 42
39
Ibid.
40
Fur Gloves with Wooden Fingers, 1936; Pair of Gloves, 1985; My Nurse, 1936 and The
Couple, 1956; Table with Birds Feet, 1939; Squirrel, 1960; Miss Gardenia, 1962; Octavia,
1969; ban appetit, Marcel! (The White Queen), 1966; Animal-headed Demon, 1961;
Souvenir of Breakfast in Fur, 1970 - a collage that satirically references her o w n Object of
thirty years earlier, 1970; and Knife, 1975 - all works seen in Burckhardt, J & Curiger, Ibid.
41
Chadwick, op cit., 122
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This 'inspirational' encounter with the fur bracelet took place in a cafe, that
bohemian 'home away from h o m e ' and in the context of considering the
Surrealist object's relationship to domesticity it could be argued, that the Cafe
represented a substitute for the traditional domestic sphere. It was after all the
place where artists met regularly, shared meals and conversation and where
conceptual collaborations were born.

For many Surrealists life and art were opportunities to flout conventions and for
m a n y of the w o m e n Surrealists, the ".. .artistic revolt (was) a flight from
conventional life and conventional domestic roles".42 This w a s true for
Oppenheim, w h o w h e n she m o v e d to Paris in the early 1930's lived and worked
in a hotel close to her studio and, it is said, from a young age declared that she did
not desire marriage or children. Whitney Chadwick in her book, Women Artists
& The Surrealist Movement,43 says that the w o m e n Surrealists had in each other a
community outside of the domestic sphere, thus supporting that decision.

Tike Duchamp and other Surrealists,44 Meret Oppenheim drew from the resources
of her o w n life and the lives of those around her and, in spite of her rejection of
conventional domesticity, often drew on the domestic for materials and content in
her object art. W h e n in Paris it is said that Oppenheim even m a d e ".. .Surrealist
food from marzipan, in her studio..."45 Meret Oppenheim's engagement with
domesticity occurred, not only during her brief encounter with the Surrealists in
Paris, for which she is best known, but also continually throughout her long
career.

44

45

Ibid, 106
Chadwick, op. cit., 45
Other examples of'domestic surrealities' include; M a n Ray's sewing machine wrapped in a
felt blanket, The Enigma oflsidora Ducasse 1920, Dali's May West's Lip Sofa 1937, M a n
Ray's Gift 1921 - a domestic coal heated iron with tacks; his silver gelatin prints Les Champ
Delicieux 1922 — collaged negative images of every day objects such as combs, graters, keys,
wine glass and fan covers. Frida Kahlo also drew heavily on the domestic in her paintings,
including her repeated images of beds as the site for domestic ambivalence. Kahlo is also
renowned for blurring boundaries between the domestic and work spheres - her studio being
at home and her home being the flamboyant site for embellished surfaces and the installation
of her o w n art works.
Chadwick, op. cit., 47
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Meret Oppenheim's Object, 1936, fur-covered cup, saucer and spoon. M o M A , N Y ,
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In her essay Continuing the Tradition: the impact ofSurrealism on contemporary
art, M a r y Jacobs confirms the important point for m e , that".. .Dada and
Surrealism blurred the boundaries to the extent that life itself could be said to be
art..." She also said that".. .one of the keystones of modernity.. .(is the
distinction between).. .the m u s e u m and the world, art and life.. ."46 M a n y artists
of the Pop era continued the tradition of displacing everyday objects and
collapsing the boundaries between home, work and art,firstpracticed by
D u c h a m p and Oppenheim.

Pop invades the home
In describing the Surrealist Paris of the early twentieth century in her essay,
Shopping for the Marvellous, Margaret Plant says that".. .the kaleidoscope of the
Exposition fuses the objects of the world; the fine and the applied collide in the
spectacle of the commodity." 47 She concludes her examination of Surrealist
'shopping sprees' by citing a direct link to P o p engagements with ".. .the ubiquity
of the commodity". 48 Domesticity, I believe, goes hand in hand with commodity
in the Pop art of the 1960's.

Surrealism, as explained by Christopher Reed, worked as a counterpoint to the
suppression of domesticity in M o d e r n art. That is, while eschewing conventional
notions of domesticity the Surrealists also embraced it, both through the recurrent
use of domestic objects and through collapsing boundaries of'high' and Tow',
'public' and 'private' in art. P o p artists represent another 'sub-current' to
domestic subordination — that is, they reacted against the myth of anti-domestic
heroism of the Abstract Expressionist era.

In his essay Master Bedrooms, Master Narratives,49 which discusses this antidomestic tendency of Abstract Expressionism, Kenneth Silver amusingly
describes the domestic 'disruption' to Jackson Pollock's 'idyll' by, of all things,
Lee Krasner's house slippers.

46

Jacobs, MJ. Continuing the Tradition: The Impact of Surrealism on Contemporary Art, in
Surrealism: Revolution by Night, op. cit., 201
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Plant, Ibid., 103
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Silver, K. Master Narratives, Master Bedrooms in: Reed, op. cit., 206-221
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Jackson Pollock in his studio with Lee Krasner, photographed by Hans Namuth, 1950
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This disruption to Pollock's idyll is witnessed in a photograph that questions the
m y t h of the artist as the ".. .athlete-hero-aesthete ... removed ... entirely from a
living space; from a studio that bore any traces whatsoever of h o m e life."50 Silver
quotes a footnote from Barbara Rose's article o n the photographs showing
Pollock at w o r k in his studio, which says

.. .Pollock's bam (studio) was the country equivalent of the industrial loft
- a large, anonymous space with a pre-history that was not artistic.. .On
the other hand, if Namuth had photographed Pollock's house, the
photographs would have resembled the interior of Monet's or Matisse's
studio: perfect order, a collection of books, records, art and objects dear
to the artist such as rocks and stones. This dichotomy between Pollock's
domestic life, a model of order imposed by (Lee) Krasner's housekeeping
ability and the 'mess' of the studio, is striking.51
Silver then goes on to describe the previously 'edited' photograph

.. .Pollock works at left.. .(and).. .we find the artist Lee Krasner, Mrs
Jackson Pollock, sitting in the corner of the barn at the rear
right.. .surveying the scene.. .home here intrudes upon the studio
(Krasner even wears house slippers); the domestic interrupts and
subverts the desired narrative of man-in-the-workplace, and thus was
excised from the body of Pollock myth.52
Kenneth Silver also says, that while Pollock and those around him had sought to
'edit out' the domestic, A n d y Warhol embraced it wholeheartedly, in both his
choice of subject matter and his h o m e life. Warhol consciously played up his
'effeminacy' almost in opposition to the bravado of the heroic male of Abstract
Expressionism Silver says, and challenged its ".. .prohibition of the domestic". ~

As well as its critique of post-war consumerism, Warhol's Pop also celebrated the
domestic, in images of the everyday and the consumable found in a direct line
from the supermarket isle to the kitchen pantry. A n d y Warhol domesticated the
surface and space of several high profile art galleries with that signifier of
domesticity - wallpaper, filled with images of c o w s - provider of that domestic

Silver, op. cit., 212. See Illustration N o . 4 on p 26 of this exegesis
Ibid
Ibid.
Ibid.
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staple, milk.

Other consumable staples of the day, including soup cans and coke

bottles, became his trademark of domesticity and celebration of the everyday.

In her essay Pop at Home,55 Cecile Whiting examines the various Pop art
domestic interiors of T o m Wesselman and significant others, and their 'display'
within the domestic spaces of their collectors. She counter-poses the Pop art
collector's space with another 'masculine' space - that of the 'playboy' and
collector of Abstract Expressionism. Both of these Whiting says, were
representative of moves away from the perceived 'femininity' of domesticity, in
order to re-assert control of the h o m e for 'masculinity'. The playboy collector
filled his 'high' Modernist domestic cubes - spaces not unlike the Modernist art
gallery - with the enormous canvases of the Abstract Expressionist 'masters' that
".. .exemplified a rebellious independent spirit that the 'playboy' hoped to claim
as his own." 56

Whiting gives a fascinating insight into the Pop art collector's tendency, on the
other hand, to subsume their family into this newly claimed realm of domesticity.
The collectors and their families are photographed, over and over, in 'home and
design' magazines of the day 'relating' to, and 'living' with, these Pop art works.
They are shown posing in photographs that blur the boundaries between the lived
space and the domesticity inherent in the Pop images. Whiting says that, while
attempting to un-domesticate space through embracing 'high' Modernist design in
their homes, the collectors ironically cluttered their h o m e s with P o p art work, thus
re-incorporating the domestic within those 'hallowed' walls. Headlines of the day
confirmed the irony by extolling; " Y o u Bought It, N o w Live With It" ,7 and they
did!

Robert Rauschenberg is another artist in this 'lineage' of domesticity who, during
the Abstract Expressionist era of the late 1950's and early 60's, m a d e images that
worked against the Modernist tendency to edit the domestic from art.

See Illustration N o . 5 on p 29 of this exegesis
Whiting, C. Pop at Home, in Reed, op cit., 230
Ibid., 233
Ibid., 230
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Andy Warhol's Exhibition of Cow Wallpaper, Leo Castelli Gallery, N e w York, 1966
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Rauschenberg makes his bed
I had lots of exposure to quilts. I learned to crawl under m y mothers'
quilting table at 'bees.'... I loved crawling under the quilts. They were
like big, beautiful tents.
Robert Rauschenberg

Seven years before Pop took hold of the Modernist imagination, Robert
Rauschenberg was wrestling with domestic contradictions of his own. This was
most notable in his painting Bed of 1955, in which he incorporated an actual
'Courthouse Steps'59quilt into the paint-splattered canvas, creating what Kenneth
Silver described, ".. .a work that reaffirmed the claims of the domestic on
Modernism.. ."60 In order to m o v e away from Abstract Expressionism,
Rauschenberg embraced domesticity in the form of his combine-paintings61 of the
late 1950's, which are also referred to as junk art.

These works incorporated painted and collaged canvases, which he filled with the
chaotic detritus of daily life and personal memorabilia. Doyleys and scraps of
fabrics, old photographs, post cards and newspaper clippings, as well as the quilt
and pillow of Bed, were objects directly associated with the domestic sphere and
used in Rauschenberg's paintings.

In her essay Robert Rauschenberg's Fabrics: Reconstructing Domestic Space,
Lisa Wainwright sees the combine-paintings, as an oppositional strategy toward
notions of 'high and low' within Abstract Expressionism. They were also a way
for Rauschenberg to reconcile personal feelings of conflict arising from his
difficult childhood and a means of".. .reinventing himself free of paternal

Wainwright, L. Robert Rauschenberg's Fabrics: Reconstructing Domestic Space, in Reed, op.
cit, 199
Raven, A . American Quilts: Giftwraps by Artists. Harry N . Abrams, N Y , 1987 11
Silver, op cit., 214-5
Junk Art: Art which is composed from humble, worthless things & is deliberately antiaesthetic, as opposed to the fine art tradition, with its use of traditional materials. The term
wasfirstapplied by the critic Lawrence Alloway to the combines produced in the mid-1950's
by ...Robert Rauscenberg...The concept of Junk art is ultimately rooted in Cubist collage and
was later manifest in the work of Kurt Schwitters.. .much of which was made from rubbish.
Junk also played a prominent role in the Environment Art and Happenings of the late 1950's
and early 1960's. Chilvers., loc. cit.
Wainwright, op. cit., 193-205
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identity' both familial and artistic. The domesticity inherent in the combinepaintings w a s a way of encoding signs of his struggle with personal and
professional identity, sexuality and nostalgic longing - his struggle between h o m e
and the rest of his life.

In describing how he arrived at the painting Bed, in 1955 Rauschenberg said,
".. .the quilt had so m a n y nostalgic connotations that it remained m u c h more
direct than any of m y actions, so I thought the only thing to do is go along with
that. So I added a pillow."64 Process and domesticity are for m e inextricably
linked and this statement embodies an important aspect of Rauschenberg's
combine paintings - that is, the domesticity in the work, to a large extent led the
process. This statement also reflects Rauschenberg's idea of working 'in the
space between art and life' and reiterates the goal of the Surrealist and Pop artists
- of collapsing the boundaries between art and everyday life, between the h o m e
and the world outside.

These goals are further evidenced in the domestic interventions of the Feminist art
movement in the decades that followed.

Ibid., 200
Ibid., 199
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Miriam Schapiro with two of her large fan paintings: in back, Black Bolero, 1980 and in front,
Azerbaijani Fan, 1980
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CHAPTER

2
Domesticating Surface: feminist forays

Miriam Schapiro fans the h o m e fires
Domestic disruptions of Modernist ideals continued in the 1970's with Miriam
Schapiro w h o , like Rauschenburg, imbued her large-scale canvases with
domestic-art objects and materials found on the dining room table, the kitchen
bench and in the sewing cupboard. Schapiro credited Rauschenberg's combinepaintings with being "... 'proto-feminisf for their featured use of cloth.. .65 and it
was cloth that c a m e to primarily signify for her a 'feminine' aesthetic. It was not
for twenty years after Bed, however, that Schapiro felt able to incorporate cloth
into her o w n paintings, coining for them the term, femmages - or ".. .womancentred fabric collage."66

When Miriam Schapiro first glued fabric to canvas in a painting she called
Curtains in 1972, it w a s a 'germinal' feminist act that incorporated both the
personal and political struggles of the artist. Schapiro has said that at the time she
had felt "frightened" — as if she w a s committing some sort of crime against
Modernism. Prior to this, Schapiro had been engaged in Formalist Abstraction,
into which she incorporated a 'feminisation' of her hard-edged geometries.6
Gouma-Peterson explains however, that the choice to incorporate paint, fabric and
haberdashery items into the surface of her paintings, (as an already established 4 9
year old artist) unveiled ".. .a side of herself that w a s culturally identified as

Ibid., 197
Miriam Schapiro described her femmages as "...collage with a specific meaning for and about
women", in Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 15 & 27
For an example of this see her Shrine series of 1962-63 in Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 58-59
and Ox 1967, Ibid., 63
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trivial, unimportant, and un-artistic...

Like m a n y of her artistic 'acts' (such as

placing her studio in the heart of her h o m e where people had to walk through it)
this was, according to Gouma-Peterson, a political and 'courageous' step.

Womanhouse of 1971-72 was a collaborative installation and a political
statement, which Schapiro helped instigate and participated in. The installation
had been m a d e primarily for a female audience, with the aim of strengthening
w o m e n artists' sense of themselves in a male-dominated art world. A n
abandoned mansion was chosen as an appropriate and contradictory site in which
to reflect upon women's position, both within and outside of the domestic sphere.
In terms of these objectives Womanhouse

was immensely successful, with nearly

ten thousand visitors viewing the installation.69 The Femmages, however, like
Rauschenberg's combines of the late 1950's, would enter the terrain of 'high'
Modernism, to be seen and judged on the international stage of the N e w York
gallery scene.

Just as Duchamp's readymades were dismissed by the art establishment as having
nothing to do with art w h e nfirstexhibited, so too were Schscpko's femmages.
W h e n she exhibited The Architectural Basis in 1978, a canvas consisting
primarily of w o m e n and children's handkerchiefs, Schapiro's dealer is said to
have been 'aghast' claiming that, ".. .handkerchiefs have nothing to do with
art."70 This confrontation between the T o w ' object from h o m e and the 'high'
object of the art gallery, paralleled the struggle Shapiro encountered continually
throughout her career. That is, the struggle between her roles as both homemaker
and artist. This 'courageous' step placed that struggle, which Schapiro articulated
as the, ".. .contradictory states between duty and selfishness..." squarely on the
'high' art agenda of the early 1970's. The two photographs from Shaping the
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Ibid., 72
Womanhouse: a collaborative project involving twenty-three w o m e n in Judy Chicago &
Miriam Schapiro's Feminist Art Program, at the Californian Institute of the Arts (1972-72).
The question that the installation posed was "...what would art look like if made in the image
of domesticity, by a group of w o m e n artists? Their answer turned an abandoned mansion into
a walk-in rumination on the condition of women's lives." Haar, S. & Reed, C. Coming H o m e :
A postscript on post-modernism. Reed, op. cit., 255
Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 80
Ibid.
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Fragments of Art and Life, which I have reproduced in this exegesis/2 articulate
for m e , Miriam Schapiro's desire to work with and even embrace this struggle,
between h o m e and studio life.

Just as Duchamp and Oppenheim had radicalised sculpture through their use of
domestic objects, Schapiro radicalised her canvases with domestic embellishment
in the form of lace, checks and flowers. In the handkerchiefs glued to canvas she
democratised materials and like Duchamp's toilet bowl, equated bodily function
and life at h o m e , with 'high' art. Throughout the 1970's and 80's Shapiro
continued to take humble objects of function, directly associated with the h o m e women's perceived place within the world - and transform them into
".. .monumental visual structure(s)..." 73 The domestic objects that Shapiro
incorporated again and again included; the handkerchief, the apron, the quilt, the
K i m o n o and the decorative fan These objects of function and ornament came to
represent for Shapiro, iconic symbols which, both celebrated women's everyday
lives and acknowledged their struggle for recognition as artists. Not only did her
subject matter and materiality embrace domesticity, but the 'architectural'
supports of her paintings also took on domestic, symbolic references - namely
fan, house and heart-shaped canvases.

An important part of the feminist ethos of the 1960's & 70's involved collective
action, which was embraced by w o m e n artists through collaborative art works and
installations, such as Womanhouse.

This collectivisation and collaboration for

feminists had an historical link to domesticity - w o m e n for centuries having c o m e
together in Quilting Bees to create objects of beauty and function for themselves,
their families and their communities. Miriam Shapiro collaborated with the quiltmaker Marilyn Price, in a travelling exhibition The Artist and the Quilt74 in 1975,
and drew strongly on the quilting tradition in m a n y of her o w n paintings.

Ibid., See Illustrations N o . 6 & 7 on pages 32 & 37 of this exegesis
Gouma-Peterson, op cit., 92
Raven, op cit., 9-11
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Judy Chicago's collaborative and controversial installation, The Dinner Party75 of
1974-79, like Womanhouse, used the domestic setting to re-evaluate both
domestic-art traditions and the place of w o m e n artists in the history books. The
DinnerParty incorporated the domestic, communal setting and objects of the
dining room and domestic art traditions, along with the names of ordinary and
historically important w o m e n , within its conceptual, political and artistic
framework.

Another collective and domestically inspired venture, that Schapiro helped found,
was the Pattern and Decoration Movement

of the late 1970's. Along with several

other artists and one critic P & D, as it became known, sought to ".. .merge
Modernist art traditions with motifs from women's crafts, folk art and ethnic arts,
in order to express.. .humanistic and decorative themes that had been excluded
from the domain of Modernism." 76 While this movement was short-lived and
documentation on it is difficult to obtain, Schapiro's involvement with P & D
was, according to Gouma-Peterson, both a productive and financially rewarding
time.77

Schapiro continued what she called 'collaborative' ventures, in her paintings of
the 1980's and 90's that incorporated her o w n image a m o n g those of important
historical w o m e n artists. Through these images of artists such as Sonya Delaunay
and Frida Kahlo, Schapiro sought to strengthen the place of w o m e n artists within
the history books and provide for herself a genealogy of female artist role
models.

Also, by domesticating the surfaces of her paintings, Miriam Schapiro

sought to give those surfaces n e w meaning which incorporated the Feminist
ideals of the time, her o w n personal struggles and a celebration of the domestic
and the everyday.

Thompson Wylder, V D. (Cur.) Judy Chicago: Trials & Tributes, Exhibition catalogue,
Florida State University M u s e u m of Fine Arts, Museum Press, U S A , 1999, p 55
A quote by John Perreault in, Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 83
See Chapter 4 - Femmage: Fabric, Ornament, and Sentiment, Ibid., 69-99
For example: Mother Russia 1994, Delaunay, Goncharova, Popova and Me 1992.
Conservatory 1988 and Presentation 1990 - see Gouma Peterson, op cit., 126-139
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Miriam Schapiro and her son, Peter in her summer studio in Provincetown, Massachusetts, 1962
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Miriam Schapiro is one of the most well k n o w n artists of the late twentieth
century to consciously seek change in the relationship between the domestic-art
traditions and the fine art arena. In so doing, she also extended the efforts of
earlier artists in reaffirming the place of domesticity in art. The most important
aspect of Schapiro's work for m e , is her legacy of domesticated surfaces, which is
continued today in the w o r k of m a n y contemporary artists, including m y own.

The Legacy of Lace: domesticity in contemporary art
In her essay on artists and the contemporary domestic, Dina R y a n reflects on the
importance of the feminist legacy in art, w h e n she says
So much has been said and understood about the contributions of
essentialist feminist theory that there is no point in recapitulating them
here, except to acknowledge again the debt that current explorations of
domesticity owe to the actions and thought that brought the iconography
of the home and the subjectivity of the female self- however it was
constituted in thefirstplace - into the visual dialogue in thefirstplace.7!
Ryan also states that the tendency of 'essentialist' Feminism,80 toward division
of gendered attributes has been challenged, lessened and the discourse around
issues of domesticity widened. I agree with R y a n w h e n she states that there has
been a transition from these early concerns of Feminism in art and its focus on
issues of gender, (for example, the works of Schapiro and Chicago) through to
m o r e open debate on ideas of domesticity, over the past decade.

In so doing Ryan says, much contemporary art which engages with domesticity,
while not discarding Feminist concerns, also attempts to speak of broader
'human" experience.81 O n e of the examples R y a n gives of an 'ungendered
object' and broader h u m a n approach, is the installation of 78 silver gelatin prints
82

by Margaret Stratton ( U K ) entitled Inventory of my mother's house, 1992.

19
80

81

82

Ryan, op. cit., 21
It is m y understanding, that the 'essentialist' feminist approach to art making posits that
w o m e n are essentially, bodily different to m e n , and therefore make essentially different
work and require different imagery and even media to men.
Ryan profiles two exhibitions The Comforts of Home and Threshold: Invoking the Domestic
in Contemporary Art, which she says ".. .function as a microcosm..." of the current interest in
domesticity and which, have the subtext of, widening the debate around ideas of'home'.
Ryan, op. cit., 21
Ibid.

Each unit of Stratton's grid holds within its frame, a discrete representation of a
three-dimensional domestic object, found in her mother's h o m e . R y a n says of
Stratton's inventory

.. .Although Stratton included some objects identifiable as 'female' - a
corset, a smocked dress, a pocketbook, a doll.. .the effect of the inventory
is essentially ungendered.. .(and creates a ).. .kind of arid, used aura of
faded and stained isolation, loneliness, mortality and fatigue.. .In this
way, the house and its objects.. .become simply human, personal and
impersonal, and conplex.. ,83
In her essay, Around the House: Women Challenge Domestic Traditions™, Berin
Golonu perceives a 'trend' a m o n g contemporary artists ( w o m e n in particular) of
actually embracing the domestic sphere in their work. This involves an
inclusion of domestic objects and materials, which she says

.. .references a new type of female sensibility - not one that makes a
clear break with the past, but one that lays claim to women's
acconplishments within the domestic realm.85
Golonu even goes so far as to say that some women artists ".. .of today's
generation are starting to view the role of the traditional housewife as a highly
creative, even heroic endeavour that deserves attention."86 Whether this involves
elements of nostalgia for simpler time, w h e n w o m e n did not".. .feel the pressure
to multi-task career, h o m e and family o n a daily basis..." or, whether motivated
by admiration for the support such 'homemaking' represents, Golonu only
wonders. She does state, however, that

.. .whatever the reason, artists w h o have come of age within the postfeminist generation are hesitant to abandon the checked aprons their
mothers and grandmothers wore, and are more willing to re-contextualise
the traditional role of homemaker, in light of a contemporary lifestyle.87

83
84
85
S6
87

Ryan, op. cit, 21-22
Golonu, op. cit., 15
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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I see m y o w n approach to domesticity and that of m a n y other contemporary
artists profiled in this exegesis, as taking on board aspects of what Golonu and
R y a n both present. That is, the embracing and re-contextuaHsing of the
domestic, in relation to a 'contemporary lifestyle', while at the same time
contributing to a more open debate on reflections of 'home' than previously
allowed. M y work extends the Feminist ideals in relation to domestic-art
traditions into contemporary idioms. M y o w n lifestyle also incorporates the
'freedoms' of the Feminist legacy, o n both personal and professional levels,
while at the same time struggling with the dual roles of homemaker and artist,
also experienced by Schapiro some 50 years ago.

Miriam and me
At the outset of this 'kitchen sink voyage' I was aware that m a n y aspects of m y
o w n work has roots in the feminist interventions of the 1960's and 70's. The
visual vocabulary I use owes its currency to those efforts, to bring women's
traditional domestic-arts and h o m e making materials, into the 'high' art arena.
Through the process of undertaking this research I have c o m e to appreciate h o w
important, to m y o w n development as an artist and m y choice of materials and
subject, those early Feminist works have been

When I arrived at The Canberra School of Art in 1981 (having left school at
Year 10 and not having any previous Tertiary Education experience) I was
unaware of just h o w recent those 'statements' by Schapiro and others had been
The atmosphere of the art school of the early 1980's was, however, alive with
Feminist and other left-wing88 legacies of the late 1960's & 70s. There was a
strong core of w o m e n lecturers/role models in the painting and printmaking
departments, including people involved in the 'political' screen-printed poster
collectives of the 1970's.89

left wing- the members of a socialist or radical political party or section of a party.
Moore, A.(Ed.) Macquarie Study Dictionary, Jacaranda Wiley Ltd, Qld, 1998, p 388
The main aim of these collectives w a s to support and publicise various community and
political events. The most influential of these collectives was the Tin Sheds at Sydney
University.
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S o m e of these people were also involved in, or connected to, significant
exhibitions of the time such as Mothers' Memories, Others' Memories90 and The
D 'Oyley Show,91 both of 1979. These exhibitions were instrumental in bringing
the domestic-art traditions into the Australian 'high' art arena and Geoffrey
Legge of Watters Gallery in Sydney, where the exhibition w a s held, confirmed
this by saying

.. .this large collection of exquisitely presented domestic fancywork ...
was a feminist show and very persuasive in a subversive way. It, together
with the writings in the catalogue, was a moving political and social
history of Australian women.. .One of the many hundreds of people who
visited (the show) wrote 'I'll never again be ashamed of m y
handiwork'.. .For m e (Legge continues) it ranks with Mothers' Memories
in the way it changed or challenged ones attitudes.. .92

The Feminist Art Program in the United States also, undoubtedly, paralleled and
influenced these exhibitions. The sub-text of The D 'Oyley Show was to try and
fill the gap, existing at that time, in the documentation of ".. .needlework
produced by middle and working class w o m e n for use in the Australian
home...the beginning of piecing together a.. .history of women's' domestic
needlework."93 A footnote on the same page of the catalogue explains, that the
Feminist needlework historian Rachel Maines ".. .has undertaken a similar study
of work produced by American W o m e n " . 9 4

90

92

93
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Vivienne Binns was the artist in residence w h o co-ordinated the collaborative, communityarts project Mothers' Memories, Others' Memories at the University of N S W in 1979. Binns
defined the project as being ".. .for the participation of students, staff and other m e n &
w o m e n to recall the lives of w o m e n and their means of expression in the domestic sphere.
This will be done through the collection of memories, family albums and through the
discovery of those activities, practised in the home, which provide a medium for creative
expression..." - Binns, V. Mothers' Memories. Others' Memories, article in Lip Magazine,
1980, p 38-45
Marie M c M a h o n , Patricia McDonald, Kathy Letray, Bernadette Krone, Joan Grounds,
Frances Budden, Noela Taylor & Loretta Vieceli, made up The Womens Domestic
Needlework Group which staged the exhibition The D 'oyley Show at Watters Gallery in
Sydney, also in 1979 - The D'oylev Show: an exhibition of W o m e n s Domestic Fancywork.
catalogue, D'oyley Publications, Sydney, October 1979, p 1
This quote is from a note in the archives of Watters Gallery in Sydney. Legge also explains,
that "...the fancywork that made up this exhibition, together with slide documentation, was
destroyed in afire just as it was about to enter the National Collection. The same fate, in the
samefire...(at the Tin Sheds)... was met by the archives of the Earthwork Posters Co-op. "
The D'oyley S h o w catalogue, op. cit. 5
Ibid.
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It is interesting to note, that a crocheted doyley featured on thefrontcover of the
catalogue for The D'Oyley Show, is almost identical in design to one in Miriam
Schapiro's collaborative, Anonymous

was a Women95

series of 1977 - a suite of

ten etchings taken directly from actual domestic-art objects, such as doyleys and
lace collars.

Gown 2001
Thefirstwork I completed for this research project w a s an installation of nineteen
canvas boardstitledGown 2001, 6 which was hung in a kimono-like arrangement
and shown at Span Gallery.

Each board was layered with acrylic and oil paint

embellished with traces of lace patterning and overlaid with gold ink 'stitching'.
The designs for the stitching were taken from traditional Japanese Sashiko98
quilting patterns.

When I made this work I was not familiar with Miriam Schapiro's installation
Anatomy of a Kimono or Vesture series99 of the late 1970's, which incorporate
collaged fabric arranged on canvas, in the distinctive and abstracted forms of
Kimonos. W h e n I embossed fragments of lace and crocheted doyleys into rag
paper, I was also unfamiliar with Shapiro's Anonymous

Was A Woman

series.

Even though I k n e w Schapiro was an important Feminist artist, m a n y of these
specific images were not familiar to m e until I began this research project. It has
been affirming of m y o w n place in relation to these works to be able to 'uncover'
them here.

While unaware of some of the images that resonate so strongly with aspects of my
o w n work, it is clear that the 'Feminist art projects' in the U S and their Australian
counterparts have had wide audience and subsequently influenced the work of
m a n y contemporary artists, including myself.
95

Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 92-93
Gown 2001, acrylic & oil on canvas boards - See Illustration N o . 7 on p 43
91
Better than 10 t.v. 's Uni of Ballarat, Post-Grad representation show, Span Galleries, 2001
98
Sashiko - the traditional Japanese style of decorative quilting ".. Japanese peasants originally
developed a running-stitch technique that they called Tittle stabs' to patch torn and worn
clothing .. .undyed (white) cotton thread ... contrasted strikingly with the indigo-dyed fabric
used for garments." Parker, M S. A W i n d o w to Japan's Cultural History, essay in Sashiko,
Lark Books, Asheville, North Carolina U S , 1999, p 8-13
99
Gouma-Peterson, op. cit., 84-89
96

Louise Saxton, Gown, 2001 (detail) acrylic & oil paint on canvas boards
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Miriam Schapiro's then courageous step, of using domestic objects within the
subject and surface of her paintings w a s taken for herself, and for the integrity of
other w o m e n artists within the male dominated art world of the time. Following
o n from Robert Rauschenberg, those efforts have enabled a myriad of artists
since then, myself included, the freedom to incorporate domestic textiles and
haberdashery into our art.

Because of this legacy and the wealth of work produced since then, domesticity
as object, subject and materiality is almost taken for granted and not something
that w e have to justify or be nervous about using, as Miriam did in the early
1970's. Berin Golonu confirms this w h e n she says that contemporary artists are
able to ".. .tap the subject of domesticity as a source of creative inspiration..." in
a w a y that does not need justification. She supports this argument further in
saying that

The dichotomy between high and low art that existed during the 1960s
has since collapsed Women's work, previously defined as 'craft', has
been incorporated into art making, establishing a secure niche within the
realm offineart. Today.. .artists are not afraid to incorporate the
'feminine' crafts of needlework, weaving .. .forfearof having it be
labelled as trite or banal.100

Domestic adventures down under
The exhibition Home

is Where the Heart Is101 currently touring Australia,

continues and extends for m e , earlier Feminist art projects and is important in
affirming m u c h of m y o w n art practice. This exhibition brings together the w o r k
of a n u m b e r of contemporary artists and craftspeople with a collection of w o r k by
South Australian Country W o m e n ' s Association ( S A C W A ) 1 0 2 members.

100
101
102

Golonu, op. cit., 15
Thwaites, V. (Cur), loc cit.
S A C W A -Roslyn Schumann, State President of S A C W A defines the organization in her
preface to the catalogue: ".. .Established in 1929, the S A C W A promotes the welfare &
conditions of life for women and children...An affinity for homemaking and a commitment
to the community and the environment is the foundation of the S A C W . Handicrafts are
often thefirstcontact with this unique, diverse service organization." Ibid., 5
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T h e sub-text of the exhibition is to examine, through the relationship between
domestic-art traditions and contemporary art, "...attitudes of'belonging' in
Australia."103 Embroidered aprons,ribbonboxes, a rug m a d e from recycled
blankets, along with reed baskets and other objects inspired by Aboriginal art, are
a m o n g the contributions of S A C W A to the exhibition.

For me the most dehghtfully unexpected historical image in the catalogue is
Floral Bed,m

m a d e by the S A C W A Quilting Circle in 1950 and exhibited in the

National Flower D a y competition in Adelaide. The photograph shows a metal
bed, covered in a 'quilt' m a d e entirely from fresh flowers. There is a current-day
feel to this work from 1950, which I can imagine sitting comfortably in m a n y a
contemporary art space today. It is 'post-modern' in terms of its unexpected use
of materials and conceptual underpinnings. The Floral Bed was constructed by
Quilt-makers, in a m e d i u m outside of their traditional idiom and m a d e with the
intention that it "...reflected on the wool-filled quilts m a d e by the C W A and sent
overseas for the war effort.. "J05

The image of Floral Bed also brings to my mind, Robert Rauschenberg's Bed of
1955, conjuring again the artist as a child, crawling under the quilts of his
mother's quilting bees.

Among the contemporary artists included in the exhibition is Helen Fuller whose
piece, Wallflower (4 elements) 2001, is constructed of brown paper, lunch wrap,
wire and cotton. The inverted paper 'dresses' hung on the wall as she says, like
".. .Chinese paper lanterns.. ."106 are delicate and ephemeral objects of
domesticity. They reference the artist's mother, her dressmaking skills and
domestic duties, as well as the artist's memories of childhood.

103
104
105
106

Ibid., 7
See Floral Bed, 1950, Illustration N o . 9 on p 46 of this exegesis
Ibid., 22
Ibid., 32. See Wallflower (4 elements), 2001, Illustration N o . 10 on p 49 of this exegesis
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South Australian Country Women's Association, Quilting Circle, Floral Bed, 1950
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There are a number of other works in the exhibition, which I respond to for the
domesticity in the subject matter, surface and materials. These include K a y
Lawrence's Jug (from the series 'Rust') 2001, 107 a w o v e n 'interpretation' of a
drawing the artist m a d e of a found domestic vessel, 'fossicked' from an
abandoned niining town. Sarah Crowest's Plush safe he thinks 2000, 108 is a quilt
constructed from both found and hand-printed fabrics, including fragments of old,
embroidered linen and the artist's personal clothing. Nalda Searles' Caude -treebook-coding 2000,m

is a book m a d e from a recycled blanket and stitched leaves.

This piece reminds m e of the 'sampler' needlework books of m y childhood,
which I still own, that were m a d e during 'home economics' classes in primary
school.

My mother was at one time a member of a NSW branch of the Country Women's
Association, where she shared skills and passed time with other w o m e n , just as
she did with m e . This exhibition and accompanying catalogue affirms for m e
again, the 'currency' of domestic-art traditions in contemporary art, and m y o w n
connections - both personal and professional - to those traditions.

As a direct result of undertaking this research project, I have become aware of
m a n y other artists both within Australia and overseas, w h o address notions of
domesticity in their work, through a diverse range of method, media and motive.
One of the most rewarding and affirming aspects of m y research has been the
'discovery' of these artists, m a n y of w h o work in ways very different to m y o w n
and w h o m I might not otherwise have c o m e across. A m o n g these are a large
number of contemporary Australian artists, whose work involves a domestication
of surface and/or, extends aspects of the legacy of domesticity outlined in this
exegesis.

These artists include; Elizabeth Grower - for her installations of everyday detritus
(profiled here in Chapter 3); Howard Arkley - for his fly-wire door patterns,
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Ibid., 38
Ibid., 43
Ibid., 31
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sprayed lace curtains and domestic interiors; Jacqueline Fraser - for her
installations of decorative wall 'stitching'; Carole Wilson - for her
cross stitched 'samplers' and paintings of everyday and childhood objects;
T i m Craker - for his delicate alphabet-patterned 'wallpaper' pieces;
Narelle Jubeline - for her painstakingly beautiful needlepoint installations;
Peter Atkins - for his 'inventories' of buttons, buckles and other haberdashery
items; Rosalind Piggott - for her nightgowns, gloves and shoes;
Deborah Klein - for her exquisitely painted and evocative lace collars;
Louise Rippert - for her ephemeral, hand-stitched paper blankets;
Fiona Hall - for her exquisitely sculptured sardine cans and laundry soap;
Louise Weaver for her obsessively crocheted found objects; Yvonne Kendall for
her installations of horsehair-stuffed latex curtains and pillows, moulded from
pressed ceiling metal; Pamela Gaunt - for her delicate installations which reflect
on the history of lace; Morley Grainger - for her 'vacola' jarsfilledwith textile
fruits and vegetables; and R a y Arnold for his lace-etched landscapes.

Ideas about and reflections on home become the common ground of this very
diverse array of contemporary artists, w h o are brought together here. Gathered
temporarily under the one roof of this exegesis these artists, in their o w n way, all
acknowledge a debt to the 'lineage' of domesticity in twentieth century art.
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Helen Fuller, Wallflower (4 elements) 2001, brown paper, lunch wrap, wire, cotton
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CHAPTER

3
Domesticating Space: installing the domestic

Although installations have been hailed as the new wave in the 1990's,
the genre has been with us for a century and was one that the Dada &
Surrealists knew well through their exhibitions and theatre designs.
Mary Jane Jacobs110

As early as 1929 the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York was staging
seminal exhibitions that deliberately incorporated domestic objects, and even
whole domestic environments, into its collection. These installations of
domesticity were an attempt to educate the public and 'democratise' the
collection. m

B y muminating the links between art, architecture and design, the

fine art enterprise and the humble h o m e were boldly given equal status, within
this 'high' art context. The walls and floors of the gallery were reconfigured to
install the domestic (and industrial) within a gallery context, thereby recontextualising those objects, as well as the gallery space itself.

From Duchamp's first 'instalments' from home in 1917 and MoMA's seminal
staging of the domestic in the 1930's, through the performance-oriented
installations of the 1960's and up to the present day, domesticity and installation
are often seen walking hand in hand.

Jacobs, op. cit., 200
Scott, F. From Industrial Art to Design: the purchase of domesticity at M o M A . 1929-1959,
Lotus International, U S A , N o 97, 1998, p 106-43
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Claes Oldenburg carrying Giant Toothpaste Tube, on Oxford St, London. 1966

C l a e s O l d e n b u r g installs toast
T h e relationship, between domesticity and installation, is well demonstrated in the
sculptures of Claes Oldenburg w h o from his earliest papier-mache objects m a d e
for his installation Store in 1961,112 was making the domestic and the everyday
his own. Oldenburg was another Pop artist w h o embraced domesticity by w a y of
sculptures that inverted not only the domestic objects from which they were
inspired, but also the materiality of those objects.

Like Duchamp, Oldenburg questioned the meaning of the objects he used. He did
this by re-contextualising the ephemera of the domestic sphere, such as a simple
clothes peg or tube of toothpaste and, by exaggerating their scale. Additionally,
he domesticated solid objects with 'soft' materials commonly used in h o m e
furnishings, such as vinyl and fur. His sculptures of ordinary domestic objects
became, by their scale and placement, installations of the everyday. Robert
Hughes has referred to Oldenburg's sculptures as ".. .wild metaphors of the world
as body - hard things drooping into softness, small things turning
mountainous..."113

A photograph of Oldenburg with his soft sculpture, Giant Toothpaste Tube,
1964 1 1 4 shows the artist carrying his life-size object along Oxford Street in
London. This photograph epitomizes for m e , the w a y in which Oldenburg
continually - and literally - embraced domesticity in his work, throughout his
career. The artist is captured walking with his toothpaste tube infrontof him,
heldfirmlyaround it's middle as if it were another person. The tube's hat-like
cap is held in hisrighthand. The photograph also shows a bemused female
passer-by, decorated straw shopping basket in her hand, stopped in her tracks as
this strange 'couple' pass by in the opposite direction. The image captures a
m o m e n t in time w h e n domesticity becomes the meeting place between the artist
and the housewife in the public sphere.

Store, was an installation/performance - Happening, by Oldenburg in a shop-front at 107
East 2 n d St, N e w York in 1961. Oldenburg created papier-mache objects - clothing, coffee
cups, food items etc - which he installed along with himself in the 'shop' - in the multiple
roles of artist, shopkeeper & gallery director. Celant, G. (Cur.) op.cit, 25
Hughes, R. Wallowing in the Mass Media Sea Art, article in Time, Vol. 138, N o 17, p 102
See Illustration N o . 11 on p 51 of this exegesis
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O n e could be forgiven for thinking that the photograph w a s taken at one of
Oldenburg's installation/performances or Happenings115 of the 1960's. Coming
as they do out of the Happenings, and also P o p art concerns with consumerism,
the objects that Oldenburg transforms - while discrete sculptures - become
installations by their scale and placement. They engage the viewer in space and in
s o m e instances, because of their scale, become that space. Whether in the
external environment of the park, or within the gallery itself, Oldenburg's
sculptures often allow, even encourage, physical interaction with the viewer. For
example, in his nine metre high wine bottle and cork, Bottle ofNotes 1993
constructed of cut steel lettering, I can imagine children climbing with squeals of
delight, to the very top.

Like Duchamp's readymades, Oldenburg's sculptures interrupt the space in which
they are housed, whether his o w n studio, a shop-front, a park or a gallery. For
example, Knife Ship 1 1985,116 is a monumental sculpture of a giant Swiss-army
knife, constructed in steel with motors and moveable parts. The object consumes
the entire space of the gallery, requiring visitors to go up to the thirdfloorfor
".. .a better look.. .that's h o w huge it is..."117 Objects of the everyday, and their
domestic disruptions to space were Oldenburg's trade-mark, whether they are
discrete sculptures, installations or props for his performances. A m o n g the m a n y
other ordinary domestic objects he replicated, were light switches, bathroom
fittings and domestic furniture, typewriters, vacuum cleaners, food items, tools for
the h o m e handyman and burnt matches. Like the Surrealist objects, Oldenburg's
sculptures, installations and performances, take the ordinary and the domestic and
give it n e w meaning, context and humour. They also incorporate that most
domestic of activities and emotions - play and playfulness. This can be seen, for
example, in his giant dripping paddle-pop of melting letters, Alphabet/Good
Humour

1975 and in hisfivemetre high Shuttlecocks of 1 9 9 4 . m

Happenings - a form of Performance Art: "Descriptive term applied to 'live' presentations
by artists. It wasfirstused very loosely by artists in the early 1960s in the U S A to refer to
the many live events taking place at that time, such as Happenings, Fluxus concerts,
Events, Body Art..." Macmillan Publishers Ltd, 1998-2002, groveart.com 15/10/02
Ibid., 427-445
Kaslow, A. Claes Oldenburg Plays Jack & the Beanstalk with Giant Sculpture, article in
Christian Science Monitor, Vol. 87, No. 91, 1995, p 10-13
Celant, op. cit., 534 - 541
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In his essay Claes Oldenburg and the Feeling of Things, Germano Celant says
that Oldenburg,".. .transformed sculpture into furniture.. ."119 This was done, in
part he says, as a reaction to the ethos of Pollock and his action paintings and the
idea of the lone artist - 'collapsing' into his grand paintings - removed and
transcendent from the rest of life. Through engagement with domesticity
Oldenburg wanted his work instead, to adhere to what Mary Jacobs says of
installation art, that it".. .creates an experience closer to life than to art.. ."120
Oldenburg confirms this by saying that".. .art should be m a d e out of the ordinary
world..."121

There is nothing more ordinary, or closer to life, than a tube of toothpaste or a
chewed apple core and there is nowhere more ordinary than the kitchen cupboard,
the bathroom sink or the toilet bowl. In transforming 'ordinary articles of life', as
D u c h a m p referred to them, Claes Oldenburg m a d e the small and insignificant big
- very big. Through works such as his thirteen-metre public sculpture titled
Clothespin122 of 1976, he crossed the divide between 'high and low' in art,
between 'private and public' space and between sculpture and installation.
'Housed' in the Centre Square Plaza in Philadelphia, this simple clothes peg
represents, for m e , the unimaginable and unacknowledged hours of labour that
takes place within the home. Given due public acknowledgement and status in
this way, Oldenburg's sculptures represent domesticity of monumental
proportions.

Installing the domestic today
In both historical and contemporary installation, the wall is often fundamental to
notions of domesticity. So too is the floor and table, in speaking about h o m e
and its m a n y layered associations. The floor of the Musee Des Arts Decoratifs
in Paris for example, was colonized with over 4,000 domestic objects sourced
from Moroccan bazaars and installed by nine contemporary Moroccan artists in,

119
120
121
122

Ibid., 29
Jacobs, op. cit. 201
Pop went the Easel, article in The Economist, Vol. 336, N o . 7934, p 102
Celant, G. (Cur.), op. cit., 384-385
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The Disoriented Object, 1999.

The objects, including ".. .everything from

bread trays and butter churns to jogging shoes and motor-bike seats..." were
arranged into a geometric matrix that referenced a huge metaphorical carpet.124

The table is also used and referenced in many works relating to domesticity - as a
functional object for installation, as a source of image making and as a primary
site for the construction of ideas and objects. Laura Foster-Nicholson125 is a U S
artist w h o weaves horizontal installations - metre upon metre - of humble
domestic objects from the kitchen garden to the kitchen table, such as sliced fruit,
iced cakes and melon bailers.126 The table is fundamental to both domestic fife
and studio life. The table is the site at h o m e of shared meals, conversations,
values, ideas and messes and in the studio it is the place where m a n y of these
everyday occurrences are transmuted into art objects. For more than eight years I
have substituted the easel with the table in the construction of m y paintings and
works on paper. The table is the site for sketching, scribbling, cutting, pasting,
assembling, painting and sewing in m y o w n work, as it is for m a n y other
contemporary artists.

Elizabeth Gower and the ephemera of the everyday
Elizabeth G o w e r has engaged with notions of domesticity through the idiom of
installation, continually throughout her career. O n e of the most poignant
installations that spring to mind w h e n I think of domesticity in contemporary art
is Gower's amour inftniti127 1996-97 exhibited in avant-gardism for children at
M o n a s h University. In this installation dozens of simple domestic ephemera are
embellished through exquisitely hand-cut geometric patterns. Covering a wall
painted in a breath-taking expanse of blue and placed in a diagonal grid, the
throwaway white paper-plates appear from a distance, like 'cut-work'
embroidered buttons, happily dotting a summer-blue bedspread.
123
Rosen,
M. The Disoriented Object: An installation of Moroccan bazaar objects arranged in
geometric patterns. Artforum International, Vol. 38, N o . 3, Nov. 1999, p 151
124
Ibid.
125
The U S textile artist w h o was the first non-architect to win the Leone di Pietra art prize at
the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 1985 - Ulrich, P. O f Kitchens. Gardens and Melon
Bailers, Fibrearts, U S A , Vol. 28, No. 1, 2001, p 31
126
Ibid.
127
Nicholson, H. avant-gardism for children. University Art M u s e u m , The University of
Queensland, 1999, p4, See amour infiniti, Illustration N o . 12 on p 56 of this exegesis
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Elizabeth Gower's amour infiniti, 1996-1997, paper plates (detail)

The premise of this exhibition was the various artists having, ".. .an affinity with
kindergarten/nursery activities.. .(and a).. .conceptual ready-to-hand quality..."
in their practice. These concerns can also be read in relation to the domesticity,
of play at h o m e and the ethos of'making do' within the h o m e . Helen Nicholson
also says, that in the exhibition "... familiar materials from hardware stores,
hobby-craft centres and domestic detritus are harnessed to stand in for
abstraction."128 A n d of Gower's amour injiniti, she says that it,".. .demonstrates
domestic ingenuity in her utilisation of margarinefidsand paper plates, as the
support for these exercises in six-point geometry."129

Elizabeth Gower's work holds within its conceptual and material framework,
m a n y aspects which resonate with the historical antecedents of domesticity,
including Dada, Pop and Feminist engagements with materials of the h o m e , the
everyday and consumable. This is seen in her use of collage employing objects,
both actual and representational, of the everyday and the readymade. She has
used fabrics, such as lace and nylon in her work and sees her identification with
Feminism as representing, ".. .an important declaration" that needed to be m a d e
in the 1970's and early 1980's.130

During this period, Gower incorporated objects and materials used by women at
h o m e into the surface of her work. For example she used egg cartons, sewing
patterns and bridal netting and also sewed scraps of canvas and w o v e paper, to
create a textured surface.131 Early in her career G o w e r painted actual objects of
domesticfifeand 'maintenance work' such as chairs and v a c u u m cleaners.
During the 1990's she utilised domestic detritus to ask questions about
contemporary consumerism and through which, an interest in the domestic and
the everyday has continued. The 'urban ephemera' 132 as she refers to it, of
billboards and posters as well as newsprint and butcher's paper and the detritus
of domestic junk mail, has embellished her surfaces since the 1970's. In an
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Ibid., 3
Ibid., 4
Catalano, G. The Paper Chase, interview with Elizabeth Gower in Art & Australia, Vol.
34, No. 1, 1996, p 103
Gower, E. Elizabeth Gower: an artist's statement, in Lip Magazine - W o m e n in the
Visual & Performing Arts, 1981-82, p 8-9
Catalano, op. cit., 100
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interview with Gary Catalano in 1996, G o w e r reflects on the maternal
influences, of making and doing within the everyday life of the h o m e that she
experienced, such as soaking labels off drink bottles with her Grandmother.133
These influences from the h o m e have not only filtered into her art making over
the years, but m a y I suggest, also underpin m a n y of her choices of materials and
subject matter.

Collecting ephemera forms a large part of Gower's art making ethos, including
junk mail and scraps of paper from her studio, through to her exquisite
'collections' of natural specimens, making up the installation, Chance and
Design1

and to having in her possession, a collection of ".. .267 different coat-

hangers."135 This collection, referred to in passing in the interview, is of interest
m e because of its direct association with the 'domestic arts', and for the objectness of the items. Unlike her o w n art work since the 1970's, which is notably
two-dimensional and has often incorporated a transparent form of support, the
coat hangers are solid three-dimensional objects m a d e by anonymous w o m e n .
For m e , they call to mind Miriam Schapiro's collection of doylies for
Anonymous

was a Woman,136

and I can't help wondering if Gower has, or would

ever, exhibit the coat hangers?

For me, coat hangers worth collecting are of the highly embellished variety.
Simple items of function, beauty and kitsch, they are often decorated with nylon
or plastic thread, knitted with wool, quilted, or smocked in silk and embroidery
cotton. They resonate strongly with women'sfives,both within the h o m e and
the community. They remind m e of the m a n y school fetes and church fundraising stalls of m y childhood and of m y Nana's arthritic knuckles making
simple and relatively in-expensive gifts for our Christmas stockings. The
decorative hanger is for m e , an e m b l e m of domestic function, h o m e crafts and of
the h u m a n body, awaiting adornment. They bring to mind lives lived and lost,
and of those yet to be - 1 still have the beautiful little hanger m y mother
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Ibid.
Gower, E. Chance or Design, exhibition Catalogue, University of Melbourne M u s e u m of
Art & The Artist, 1995, p 22
Ibid., 105
For details of anonymous was a woman see page 42 of this exegesis
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smocked for m e in preparation of m y son's birth. A n 'unseen' collection of
domestic objects such as Gower's coat hangers, undoubtedly feeds into the
exhibited works of the artist.

In his essay Urban Inventories, Ted Gott says that Gower's 'collections' are an
".. .inventory (which) could well be read as an historical document of a
diminishing natural world." 137 Gower's collection of coat-hangers and her use
of domestic-art methods and materials could be seen similarly- as documenting
the diminishing world of the 'domestic arts'. M a n y aspects of Elizabeth
Gower's art, her materials and processes resonate with m y own. These interests
include the use of sewing; recycling throw-away materials; shifts back and
forward between abstraction and representation; the use of chance observations
coming from everyday life and; the use of domestic objects as a source for
pattern making. During the 1980's G o w e r consciously referenced sewing,
quilting and pattern making traditions within her geometric abstractions, such as
Adjusting and Sharp, 1981 J38 In her essay The Collection Paradigm, Merryn
Gates conjures up the domesticity inherent in both Gower's materials and
process in describing her visit to the artist's studio

.. .surrounded by clippings, discards and sortings, she described to me the
process of her work A wonderful image of this artist travelling through
Italy, with a km'tting bag full of images awaitingfinaltrimming... Her
fragments had pre-existed in some other context: a child's nature book an
encyclopaedia, a coffee table book on this environment or that, nature
139

magazines.
A n d again, the image of domesticity in the work is conjured w h e n Gates
explains that each image used for the Chance or Design installation w a s

.. .meticulously cut... with fine scissors — manicure or
embroidery.. .(and that the process of cutting is).. .slow and exacting,
they stay with her a long time.. .It is an activity which, like knitting, can
be executed in constrained conditions. Like lautting also, she is making
a whole from many parts/40

Gott, T. Elizabeth Gower: Urban Inventories, in 1999 Clemenger Contemporary Art
Award, Museum of Modern Art at Heide & The National Gallery of Victoria, 1999, p 18
Gower. Artist's statement, op. cit., 9
Gates, M . The Collection Paradigm, in Chance and Design, op. cit., 5
Ibid.
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Elizabeth G o w e r engages with notions of domesticity in a number of ways that
parallel various historical concerns outlined in this exegesis, as well as m a n y of
m y o w n . It was interesting tofindthat G o w e r had at one time cut up and reassembled her o w n art works,141just as I have been doing over the past five
years.

Before undertaking this research, not all of Elizabeth Gower's images or
processes were k n o w n to m e . Gower's oeuvre, however, forms an important
part of the fabric of influence and inspiration for m e personally, as well as a
significant part of the visual 'currency' of contemporary art.

Shallow-space / roaming-grid: envelop 2001
Ifirstencountered the term 'shallow-space installation' in a review of several
exhibitions in N e w Zealand. In this article, Wystan C u r n o w defines such
installations as incorporating

.. .works which resemble the page of a book or a screen, printed or
projected on; a grill or grid decked out, a wall display, a curtain draped any membrane, however loaded with visual information (wired, encoded,
inscribed, implanted); any membrane stretched, pinned or hung flush with
the gallery wall. This is work which holds ideological sway - for a time at
least - over the gallery wall while leaving the space infrontmore or less to
its former devices...
C u r n o w also explains, that".. .These days one distinguishes two-dimensional
from three-dimensional work, less as painting from sculpture than as shallow
from deep space installation.. ,"143 Her definition of 'shallow-space installation'
echo m a n y elements in m y o w n installation envelop, 2001 144 and what I refer to
as 'domesticating surface/domesticating space'. This installation was m a d e
entirely from recycled patterned envelopes individually embossed onto rag paper
and cut into hundreds of Arabesques.

141

143
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Ibid.
Curnow, W . Floating in a Shallow Space, in Art & Asia Pacific, Vol. 1, N o 2, 1994, pi 8
Ibid., 19
envelop: an installation, at Linden Centre for Contemporary Art, St Kilda, October, 2001
see Illustrations No. 1, 12, 13 & 22 on pages 1, 61, 64 & 100 of this exegesis
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Louise Saxton, envelop, 2001 (installation detail) recycled envelopes on embossing paper
Note - this image should be read horizontally
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T h e motifs used in this installation were attached directly to the wall in a roaming,
diagonal grid. The exhibition w a s inspired in equal measure, by the domestic
traditions of western quilt making and the decorative traditions of eastern
architecture. In particular, I drew on the Arabesque motif, or rumi scroll,145 found
in the tiling of the sixteenth century Rustem Pasha Mosque in Istanbul. The
M o s q u e interior lavishly ornamented with blue-and-white patternedtiles,inspired
m y wish to evoke in m y o w n installation, the Mosque's domesticated feeling of a
'clothed' or 'quilted' space that envelops the viewer.

/ saw a blue-and-white clothed space completely quilted in decorative tiles.
August, 2002

The internal patterned side of envelopes, collected from daily correspondences over
the course of a year, 'papered' the walls from floor to ceiling in the high antichamber of Gallery 5 at Linden Centre for Contemporary Art. The motifs were
liberated from the traditional containment of the grid ".. .and allowed to wander,
migrate and 'colonise' the architectural space..."147and thus, domesticating the
surface of that space.

My various processes transformed the transient material of the envelope into an
installation that celebrated its relevance in our everyday lives - the envelope being
integral to our daily communications between the h o m e and the worlds of business,
government,friendsand family. These throwaway objects arrive in ourfivesin a
myriad of patterned ways and are enjoyed only momentarily, if at all and then
quickly discarded onto the recycling pile.

rumi scroll - Arabic term for what w e call an Arabesque, m y use of this motif was inspired
by an article by Demiriz, Y. Tiles of Rustem Pasha Mosque, in Skylife Haziran, June, 2000
This quote and those in following boxes are taken from m y personal diaries and
publications, during the research project.
Jordan, C. Dr. envelop: an installation catalogue essay, published by the artist, September,
2001
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O n e aim of presenting this ephemeral w o r k as an installation, w a s to d r a w the
viewer's attention to the inherent, but often overlooked, beauty of the envelope and
thereby, the beauty in the simple everyday aspects of home. In the catalogue
accompanying this installation,148 Caroline Jordan says also, that

.. .At Linden, the 19th century mansion, the effect is to draw attention to
the double-gendered connotations of what was formerly a domestic space,
albeit a grand one. envelop invites the viewer to contemplate the
ambiguities of the public/private inherent in the nature of the space, as
well as those provoked by the externalisation of the usually enclosed
materials in the work itself149

Within the ephemeral arrangement of this installation a thread can be drawn,
linking it simultaneously to junk art, modernistfieldpainting and domestic-art
traditions. Many contemporary installations that address notions of domesticity
use multiple threads or linkages, in this way. In the next chapter I will elucidate
further, the threads and linkages in my own methodology.

149

See Appendix U - p 106, for a copy of this catalogue essay
Ibid.
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Louise Saxton, envelop, 2001 (installation detail) recycled envelopes on embossing paper
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CHAPTER

4
Methodology: Processing the Mundane

Instead of leaves and animal hair, or fabric, thread
and wadding, 1 use paper, glue and canvas. Instead of
scraps of clothing or leftover bolls of cloth, I use the
remnants of everyday commodity-oriented life and offcuts from the studio, to create unstitched 'quilts'. I
gather throwaways such as envelopes and magazines
and I cut up my own works on paper and canvas,
letters and postcards. These are then over-worked
re-cut and re-configured onto various supports. The
geometric 'quilts' created when pinned to the walls
and other structures of the gallery, almost always defy
the confines of the square and rectangle of the grid
In this way, the domesticity of the work interfaces
with the architectural space of
the gallery

October, 2000

In this Chapter I aim to show the linkages, which exist between h o m e and studio
and the w a y in which the process, materials and arrangement of m y work, is
imbued with domesticity. M y process includes embossing and imprinting,
recycling, cutting and re-configuring materials, as well as the artworks
themselves. Thefinishedwork takes form in the idioms of painting, printmaking
and installation and m y materials include, paper, canvas, gesso, lace, glue,
watercolour and gouache.
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During the course of this project I experienced a change of focus in the overall
research, which paralleled a mrning point in m y art practice. The focus of the
thesis shifted from the specifics of using the 'quilt' as an analogy for the artist and
the art object, to the more general idea of an inherent domesticity in the work.
This change in focus reflected broader aspects of m y art practice, as well its
historical antecedents.

The lurning point in a practical sense came when I began to substitute cheap
plastic containers for delicate china bowls, in which to m i x m y paints. Although
purchased cheaply from China T o w n or gathered from local op-shops, the china
vessels add a certain value to m y process and act as a connecting point between
m y studio and h o m e life. The domestic origins and beauty of these objects,
normally used for the dining table - their shapes, colours and patterning and their
delicate clinking sounds — bring an added sense ofritualto the mundane process
of mixing and using paint. A pair of ceramic chopstick holders was also acquired
to hold m y small, fine brushes. These everyday objects, act as rerninders of the
domesticritualsof h o m e ,fiithemaking of a satisfying cup of tea, I prefer a china
teacup and pot and in m y painting process, a china bowl also 'hits the spot'.

This point in the process also saw a return to the technique of staining
watercolours into layers of chalky gesso grounds on canvas. I had not worked
with gesso and watercolour for some years, but while at the Victorian Collage of
the Arts ( V C A ) I had explored building a surface structure with layers of
patterned gesso, in which to lay stain upon stain of translucent colour. T h r o w
away plastic street barriers - objects from the 'public' realm - then used as
stencils, have n o w been replaced with scraps of lace and plastic tablecloths objects from the h o m e - to create a fossil-like trace in the chalky surface.

A trace of domestic life is also gleaned in the lace-embossed, surface structure of
the paintings, which for m e mimics the structure of h o m e , which in turn allows
and supports the studio practice.
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M y process involves a shift back and forwards between various levels of chaos
and control, serendipity and deliberateness. There is a darting and play between
experimenting with various materials and ideas and a slower, more deliberately
focused making. Studio process in this w a y is akin to that on the domestic front,
where a constant shift occurs between the chaos of busy, fractured family life and
the cleaning up, sorting out and making space - all of which occurs o n an
exhaustingly regular basis.

Through process - by cutting, pressing, embossing, layering, stencilling,
stamping, geometry, pattern and serendipity — domestic life is transmuted into art.
Through mundane tasks domesticfifeis able to function and through repetitive
process, life in the studio is linked to life at h o m e . M y artistic process involves
m a n y aspects that parallel, or are analogous to, those on the h o m e front.

Recycling the everyday
.. .The rubbish of the world is m y art.. .150
Kurt Schwitters

Op-shops and trash-n-treasure markets (or thrift stores and flea-markets as they
are k n o w n in the American vernacular and regularly encountered throughout this
research) provide m a n y artists with an affordable updating of their wardrobe and
domestic wares. They are also for many, the repositories of source material for
their art. A number of artists encountered during this research regularly extract
objects for inspiration and use from these vestiges of domesticity.

This 'perverse' engagement with sourcing the cast-offs of the everyday continues
a line of interest from thefirstexhibition devoted to the Surrealist object art in
Paris, 1936. Andre Breton said that this exhibition juxtaposed, ".. .exotic
artefacts, articles and flea-market objects..." It represented, he said, ".. .a direct
assault on normative aesthetics."151

Plant, op. cit., 86
Helfenstein, J. Against the Intolerabilitv of Fame, in Burckhardt, J & Curiger, op. cit., 27
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Breton also said of his regular visits to the flea markets, ".. .1 go there often,
searching for objects that can be found nowhere else; old fashioned, broken,
useless..."152

Cast off clothing and bric-a-brac - one-man's-trash-is-another's-treasure - found
in these stores, epitomise the flux of daily life on the domesticfrontand the
process of life - all the w a y from the cradle to the grave. For some artists today,
they represent a treasure trove of post-modern, eclectic delight. Elizabeth
Gower's collection of 267 coat hangers, I imagine was gleaned from regular visits
to op-shops and markets over a number of years. There is a unique op-shop in
North Balwyn that I visit, where every item is colour coded and hung on an
individually hand-decorated hanger.

Op-shops have come to represent for me, both the necessity and desire of the
everyday. Along with trash-n-treasure markets, they continue to be an integral
part of m y lifestyle choice - that of an artist living on a moderate income for
m a n y years. I have used them to acquire functional objects for m y wardrobe and
kitchen bench and during the course of this research project have extended their
use into m y studio practice. Before becoming aware of Elizabeth Gower's coat
hangers, I had begun making m y o w n collection of domestic 'cast-offs' - of
crocheted and embroidered doyleys, table linen, tea cosies and old haberdashery
items. The items so far remain stored in m y studio shelves, wrapped in acid free
tissue - although the tea cosies are in daily use. These textile table wares m a y yet
c o m e out of the 'closet' and be placed on the wall, in one form or another. I have
kept all the hand written tags, so lovingly attached with embroidery cotton by the
volunteers of the shops.

Janice Paine refers to artists who use domestic 'relics' in their work as the
'beneficiaries' of these pre-loved dispensaries in her article on Florida artist,
Kathleen Holmes. Holmes regularly scours for and re-contextualises other
people's objects from home. 1 5 3 H a n d m a d e crocheted objects and farmyard and

Plant, loc. cit.
Paine, J T. Postcard from Paradise: Surfacing in South Florida. Surface Design Journal,
Vol. 25, No. 3, Obsessive Surfaces 2001, Surface Design Association, C A , U S A , p 38
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kitchen cast offs, 'passed on' from thefivesof other industrious people, are used
in Holmes' dress sculptures such as Acme Mother and Empty Next of 1998.154
T h e domesticity of these 'finds' embodies for Holmes, her o w n creative
mentoring. She says of growing up, ".. .1 didn't k n o w any 'artists' per se, but I
s a w h o w creative and industrious m y aunts and grandmother were with their
needlework." 155 T h e cast-offs also allow her the opportunity to speak about the
lives and labours of their original makers.

.. .One day while at a yard sale, I saw, spilling out of an old pillowcase,
some beautifully made, but old and stained crocheted squares.. .My
immediate thought was of m y grandmother.. .1 was overcome with
visions of hTetimes of women's handwork like m y grandmother's, n o w
disused and discarded.156
M a n y other artists gather, like Bowerbirds in this w a y and also incorporate the
domestic objects into their work. For example Peter Atkin's Journal 1999 1 5 7 is a
large body of 'scavenged' detritus from the street and second hand outlets, which
incorporates a collection of multi-coloured buttons and buckles - delicate
reminders of a previous generation's h o m e making. Carole Wilson, like Kathleen
Holmes, has drawn o n both her maternal influences and the pre-loved, for
inspiration and source material in her work. Mss Beard's Case 1995, is an
installation by Wilson based around an old suitcase she found in a Fitzroy junk
shop. U p o n getting the suitcase h o m e she discovered that it contained, the then
unknown, Miss Beard's sewing paraphernalia - fabrics, ric-rac,158 hand drawn
and cut paper apron patterns and other haberdashery items.

The installation was part in a touring group exhibition entitled Pack, stack, roll,
unfold which had the sub-text of".. .emotional and physical baggage.. ."iiP and
played with the ideas ofjourney. Wilson's installation responded to and used the
items she found in the suitcase, and ".. .out of which flowed small textile panels
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Ibid., 39
Ibid.
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Hart, D. Peter Atkins: Finding Beauty in the Everyday, article in Art & Australia, Vol. 39,
No. 4, 2002, p. 568-569
ric rac is a brand of zig-zag shaped dressmaker's braid
Aitken, P. Coming For the Ride, exhibition catalogue essay, Published by the artists, June,
1995
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onto the wall and paper apron pattern pieces onto the floor".160 It was a curious
completion of the circle of domesticity w h e n Mss Beard's Case, n a m e d after the
owner of the suitcase, travelled to Horsham. A s a result of curiosity about the
original owner and her sewing paraphernalia and in response to subsequent media
interest, relatives of the late Miss Beard came forward, ckiming her as their own.

Recycling is an integral part of daily life in the contemporary household. The
detritus of h o m e is recycled in m y o w n work, in the form of paper retrieved from
the recycle bin and incorporated into m y paintings and works on paper, as well as
recycling m y o w n imagery. Collecting, 'scavenging' and cutting often go hand in
hand with domesticity in art.

Cut-works
".. .the detritus of shopping.. .(is)... the veryfleshof collage..."161

This quote from Margaret Plant's essay Shopping for the Marvellous on Surrealist
'shopping sprees', could easily apply to Miriam Schapiro's./e?wmflge.s and their
inherent need to cut in order to construct anew. Again, Plant's quote that;
".. .flea markets and second-hand book booths yield up their obsolescence to the
artist's scissors.. ,"162 could equally apply to Elizabeth Gower's obsession with
cutting and reconstructing.

Cutting allows many artists to construct anew the objects of the home and to
reconstruct the place of those objects within the public realm of art. A large part
of m y o w n process involves cutting of paper, fabric or canvas in both pre and / or
post-production. W o r k is cut by hand from paper that has been retrieved and
collected, as well as from 'scraps' of m y studio practice and sometimes also
forme-cut by machine.

Why do I cut? In large part it is because of the associations cutting has with
domestic-art traditions and m y o w n memories - of m y mother cutting paper
160
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Wilson, C. Dr. Woven Mantra - A Visual Expression of Meditation. PhD Exegesis,
University of Ballarat, 2001, p 74
Plant, op. cit., 86
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patterns, laid over the fabric of garments w e would wear; cutting threads of wool
from jumpers or bed socks that would keep us warm. O n e of m y earliest positive
and creative memories is of learning to sew and knit, not just squares and
rectangles, but whole garments of m y o w n choice - a striped vest and several
jumpers with lace-knit bodices, where a m o n g m y proud accomplishments.

Offcuts & Castoffs, 2000 was the title of a collaborative works on paper
exhibition that ignited this spark of interest in cutting and re-configuring,
developing what Caroline Jordan describes as an ".. .ethos of salvage.. .(like that
of).. .the traditional quilt maker..." in m y work. 163 For this exhibition off-cuts of
painted lace were pressed onto various surfaces with scraps of paper in between
W h e n lifted, the paper inserts had received a trace of the painted lace. These
'discards' were kept aside and later cut into geometric shapes that were
reconfigured onto 'tiles' of screen board.

Cutting is an integral part of my current process, through preparing envelope
linings for chine" colle and in the construction of stencils. Tace is cut for
embossing into paper and imprinting into gesso, then it is gathered and re-cut into
a work in its o w n right.164 Negative shapes are extracted from existing patterns
and linen tape is cut in order to 'suture' and protect works on paper. I cut up
canvas and cut d o w n old drawings and paintings and for m y installation envelop
2001,1 had a 'forme' constructed so that a machine could cut hundreds of paper
Arabesques.

Domesticity imbues my process and the objects I
make, just as surely as rag paper soaks water,
as surely as my brush soaks gesso and
pigment and as lace embeds itself,
in the pulpy surface of
embossing
paper
May, 2002

Jordan, loc. cit.
See fragments, 2002, Illustration N o . 17 on p 82 of this exegesis
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A s it is for the m a n y other artists w h o incorporate sewing implements and
methods in their process, cutting allows m e freedom in the arrangement of m y
work. It enables m e to reconstruct and reconfigure forms and surfaces and allows
m y units to cluster or roam the gallery at will. Cutting enables m y grids to m a p
out, 'colonize' and domesticate architectural space. It allows m e to use m y
mistakes and for the incompleteness in a work to transform into something n e w
and otherwise unanticipated. Cutting reduces one body of work in order to
increase another. It creates negative and positive spaces and allows the process to
lead and the ideas to follow. Cutting says that nothing is so precious that it
cannot be re-worked and given n e w life through recycling and re-imagining.

.. .When you're working with collage you tend to build up a lot of
momentum, so there's lots of off-cuts and shreds and bits. After a while,
these fragments become quite fascinating, to the point where you want to
save every little sliver of paper. They're also veryfragileand therefore
need protection
Elizabeth Gower 165

Qitting is a fundamentally mundane and domestic activity, as seen in the slicing
of vegies o n a chopping board; in opening the daily mail; in pruning flowers and
potted plants; in constructing clothing and furnishings for h o m e ; in a child's paper
and sticky-tape construction for 'show and tell' and; in the trimming of wool and
thread for knitting, embroidery or mending.

I embrace cutting, not only the off-cuts from the studio floor or recycle bin and
op-shop, but also m y o w nfinishedart works. For example m y installation
Kaleidoscope, 2000 which was shown at Dianne Tanzer Gallery, incorporated
109 units cut from old works on paper and paintings. Caroline Jordan has said
that m y process involves a ".. .perverse and deliberate choice.. .to retrieve objects
of aesthetic value out of the stream of throwaway 'rubbish' encountered in
everyday life."166 T h e retrieval of parts of an image that would otherwise be
discarded could be seen as another aspect of this so-called 'perverse' process.

Gower: quote from interview with Gary Catalano, op cit., 103
Jordan, loc cit.
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Louise Saxton, cuppa madura, 2002, recycled envelopes & Origami sheets on embossing paper
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cuppa madura, 2002 is an installation consisting of forty embossed works on
paper, for which I cut by hand ninety individual teapots, out of Origami paper and
pre-used envelopes. This work explores more literally, through the use of the
representational object from h o m e , the links between domestic life and studio
practice. The making of a really 'good cuppa-tea' and the making of a work of
art are for m e , simultaneously mundane,ritualisedand joyful experiences. The
installation, cuppa madura, 2002 1 6 7 is a kind of 'cuppa-tea quilt', in which the
materials, process and arrangement of the work, all contain strong references to
domesticity.

Embossing
In both cuppa madura 2002 and envelop, 2001 flimsy papers were cut and then
embossed onto rag paper with lace and glue - a 'fusing' process that mimics the
construction of layers in traditional quilt making. W h y do I emboss? l a m
intrigued by both the process of embossing into paper and gesso, as well as the
inherent associations with h o m e that it contains.

The 'negative' imprint of an embossed form gives the illusion of a 'positive'
object, w h e n all that really exists is the shadow of something no longer there.
This imprint becomes an absent presence - a lost form and a metaphor for lost art
forms. For m e , an embossing represents a trace of past actions and objects, from
both the h o m e and the studio.

While at the VCA in 1993 I experimented with embossing techniques for the first
time, using plaster bandage to create collagraphs. M y current infatuation with
this piintmaking technique is an extension of m y earlier experiments with gluing
paper, to canvas covered with lace-imprinted gesso. The recycled envelope paper
I was using, it was suggested to m e by a supervisor, lent itself to a transformation
and strengthening that embossing would allow. In both cuppa madura 2002 and
envelop 2001 the embossed lace creates a direct reference to the domestic realm,
through the layered materials, patterned arrangements and 'stitching' reminiscent
of traditional quilting methods.
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See cuppa madura 2002, Illustration no. 14 on p 73
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Geometry and pattern
I try and draw on existent, if tenuous, craft techniques and skills and
extend them into a contemporary context I suppose it is essentially about
n e w ways of looking at the familiar.
A s h a Sarabhai168

Asha Sarabhai is a contemporary Indian textile artist employing geometric
quilting techniques in her fabrics169 and her quote resonates with m y o w n interest
in the pattern and geometry, of both Western and Eastern domestic-art and
architectural traditions. Geometry as a tool for pattern making and optical play is
endless in its possibilities and has been used across m a n y cultures in generations
of domestic-art objects.

When floral images or abstract motifs are repeated hundred fold in Ottoman
tiling, they form a sea of pattern and the effect is all encompassing. The whole
space becomes 'quilted' in pattern, for example in the Rustem Pasha

Mosque

referred to earlier, where huge expanses of wall are covered in ".. .repeat field
tiles.. .decorated with hatayis and tulips.. ."170 The focus here shifts, from 'this
flower' to 'this garden/this paradise' - to an overall sensory experience. There is
a sense of merging the small into the infinite — the unit into the whole and the
simple domestic tile becomes the means to transform space and those within it.

My work is largely processOriented — the making
of the work drives
the journey
August, 2001

168

170

Ypma, H. India Modern: Traditional Forms & Contemporary Design. Phaidon Press Ltd,
London, 1994, p 151
Asha Sarabhai is known for her fabrics which incorporate Modernist aesthetics with
traditional techniques such as Kora, a "...loom-state, that is, cotton yam before it is
bleached or dyed." Ibid., 155
Cimok, F. (Ed.) The Book of Rustem Pasa Tiles. A Turizm Yayinlari, Turkey 1998, p 40
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Negative space
Inspired by repeated geometrical forms inherent in m a n y domestic-art traditions, I
have engaged in a process of developing m y o w n patterns. This process involves
extracting units out of an existing design such as the Arabesque, or from within a
unique pattern I have created myself. m Repeating an extracted unit hundred
fold, but leaving gaps at various intervals creates 'negative' spaces, which can
again be extracted for use in developing a n e w pattern In making m y o w n repeat
patterns reminiscent of Northern Indian Jali172 for instance, I have used
alphabetical rubber-stamps. Within a grid, each unit is stamped in a formation of
four and repeated throughout to create an overall geometric pattern. Gaps are
again left which enable new, negative spaces to emerge.

How curious it was then, that when I recently opened Elizabeth Gower's
catalogue Chance & Design for this research, a pile of 'negative' paper off-cuts
from m y o w n work came tumbling out. Cut from a photocopied image of a piece
of lace these 'negative' spaces had been placed inside the catalogue for 'safekeeping'. Ted Gott has referred to the 'negative' spaces within Gower's work as
the ".. .hidden aspects..." of her patterns. The 'negative' pattern in each collage,
he says ".. .complements in opposing form, the outside 'positive' pattern These
subliminal patterns mirror the invisible ebb and flow of the world around us."173

Patterns taken from domestic-art traditions, I would add, can mirror the ebb and
flow of life, both at h o m e and in the studio. While Elizabeth Gower's negative
shapes remain 'hidden', mine have been deliberately extracted as a 'recycled'
source for further pattern making. In cameo negativa 2002

for example, I was

able to continue this exploration of negative shapes.

I a m conscious of not appropriating the patterns of other cultures, unless those patterns
have already become absorbed into Western decorative traditions over many centuries -for
example, the Arabesque motif of the Rustem Pasa Mosque, used in envelop.
Jali - Decorative geometric carvings made from a single piece of wood or stone, used to
create windows, gates and other architectural devices. "First introduced to India by the
Mughals.. .the hand-carved mesh screens filter light and maintain privacy and security
while allowing air to enter and circulate inside". Y p m a , op.cit., 204 See x-yjali, 2001,
Illustration N o . 24, Appendix I, on p 102 of this exegesis
Gott, op. cit., 18
See cameo negativa 2002, Illustration N o . 15 on p 77 of this exegesis
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Louise Saxton, cameo negativa, 2002, (detail) paper, gesso and watercolour on canvas
Note - this image should be read horizontally
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Each separate unit in the installation cameo negativa, 2002 is built from the
negative spaces of other work and represents a little part - a cameo of a bigger
whole.

Repeats
In cuppa madura 2002, two pairs of teapots are joined spout to handle, to create a
playfully ambiguous and colourfulfieldof circled patterning. W h a t are those
forms? F r o m a distance they m a y appear as coloured balls, bouncing and
balancing, or balloons floating upwards, or perhaps children's plastic float aides,
bobbing o n top of a transparent surface? F r o m a closer standpoint the teapots
might appear to be holding hands, taking on an almost h u m a n element - like fat
little jumpers with sleeves touching to create a circle. Ring-a-ring-a-rosie-apocket-full-of-posie... or is it the mad hatter's tea party? U p close, the teapots
are more obvious, colourfully representing the repetitive, domesticritualsof
everyday life.

Through repetition of a simple domestic item, like the teapot in cuppa madura
2002, a circular pattern is formed. W h e n four Arabesques joined in a diagonal
grid are repeated across a large field in envelop 2001, a pattern of fluid diamond
and cross shapes emerge. Like the Windmill pattern of traditional English quilts,
there is a sense of circular m o v e m e n t in both installations.

When allowed to roam free from the confines of a square or rectangle, the
patterns become virus like - moving and mutating, mapping, 'colonizing' and
domesticating the particular space of the gallery. In blue object, 2001

a

crocheted doyley w a s embossed and then cut to leave only the external structure
of the original form. This process w a s repeated a number of times and each cutunit was superimposed over the other, forming yet another pattern. The forms
originally taken from the doyley c o m e to life - they m a y appear like illusionary
cells - and take o n a whole n e w meaning outside of their original utilitarian
beauty.
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See blue object, 2001, Illustration N o . 20 on p 89 of this exegesis
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A checked tablecloth, a lace curtain, a geometric
pattern on a tile; a checked pillowcase, a lace table
cloth, a geometric pattern on a gate; a checked tea
towel, a lace veranda awning, a geometric pattern in a
parquetedfloor; a striped drinking glass, a lace under
garment, a geometric pattern in a cornice; a painted
patchwork teapot, a crocheted doyley, a knitted tea
cosie, a patterned envelope lining; a hand-written
letter, a painted patterned teacup, the letter "v";
a crocheted cardigan, a hand written postcard
the letter "y"; a tea strainer, a crocheted table
runner, a patterned cement fence;
the letter "z", a crocheted hand
bag, a hand made
bed sock
^ May, 2002

Layers of lace
A large part of m y process involves gathering, pressing, imprinting and cutting of
actual lace. Tace is pressed into gesso-coated canvas,176 embossed into paper and
is later cut into shapes and reconstructed into a discrete work. For m e , lace is
fundamentally associated with the domestic.
My infatuation with lace all began three years ago in a chance encounter with a
catalogue on exquisite lace collars. The collars lay, like intricate ghosts of long
forgotten lives, onrichvelvety-black grounds. Prior to this I had constructed m y
o w n stencils for repeat patterns, which were based on the quatrefoil.177 B y
joining the repeated motif I 'accidentally' created a lace-like pattern This
serendipitous discovery of m y o w n Tace' patterns led to a series of oil paintings
of imaginary lace collars, exhibited in 1999. 178 The delicate beauty of the
reproductions of lace collars evoked for m e , a sense of loss and the process led to
m y subsequent use of actual lace as a m e d i u m in itself.
See. fragments, 2002 (detail) Illustration N o . 18 on p 84 of this exegesis
The quatrefoil is a four-lobed decorative motif, c o m m o n to window tracery - ornamental
stonework used to frame and hold the glass of a window, especially stained glass of Gothic
architecture, Moore, Macquarie Study Dictionary, op. cit., p 704
Exhibited in two solo Exhibitions - Collared-The Austin & Repatriation Medical Centre
Artist Cabinets, Heidelberg and Paintings - RampArt, City of Darebin, Northcote Library
both in 1999.
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Figurative imitation of lace was replaced by lace as an integral component of both
the surface and structure of the paintings. Lace as m e d i u m afforded more
freedom to play, as I was able to press from it, to paint through it, to imprint and
emboss with it.

Domesticating the surfaces it touches the lace leaves a trace when printed onto
paper by-products of m y painting process as in zigzag 2000 179 and when
embedded within the surface of embossing paper in envelop 2001 or, w h e n
impressed into gesso grounds on canvas in cameo negativa 2002. Lace leaves a
trace w h e n it is used to lift one translucent layer of oil or acrylic paint, in order to
reveal an under-layer of patterned surface in Gown 2001.

Lace embodies a myriad of meanings and associations, not least its connection to
the domestic-arts and the traditionally 'ferninine' domain of the h o m e and for m e ,
speaks most strongly about loss. The embedding of shellacked lace into un-sized
embossing paper leaves a 'fossilised' trace - a direct imprinted copy of the actual
lace - stitch for stitch, in that pulped surface. It becomes an absent presence and
a metaphor for physical, corporeal loss and the loss of the traditional, hand m a d e
objects from home. Lace represents the loss of lives of those w h o m a d e it and the
loss of a period in time, w h e n daily life allowed room for such intricate and
labour-intensive production Lace also represents the more welcome loss of the
limiting roles that traditionally accompanied such 'gentle-arts'.

On a practical level, lace acts as a strengthening agent - a way of 'fusing'
together m y paper off-cuts with a stronger, acid-free embossing paper. It gives
depth and illusion, as well as layers to the surface of paintings andfinally,can be
cut and reconfigured into a work in its o w n right. A number of artists spray
through lace, creating a thin illusory layer, which hovers over the surface of a
work. M y lace on the other hand, embeds itself into whichever surface I choose.

From the installation, Offcuts & Castoffs, which predates this research project - exhibited at
Linden in March, 2000.
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While the c o m m o n floral forms of lace found both in fabrics and plastics have
been used, I prefer to source m o r e unusual, geometric lace for m y surface
embellishments. Purchased as off-cuts from the bridal shop bin - paying by
weight, like gold - or cut from 'pre-loved' garments, this geometric lace w h e n
embossed into rag paper, can evoke strong associations with the h o m e .
I a m reminded for example, of embellished architectural surfaces such as pressed
metal ceilings and dados, or the geometric quilted cover on a bed.

Lace: contemporary perspectives™ is a travelling exhibition from Western
Australia, which profiles a n u m b e r of local and overseas artists, currently
exploring lace as both m e d i u m and subject. In her catalogue essay, What's a
thing made of nothing, A n n Schilo says of the history of lace

.. .As a means of personal adornment, it has been worn by both men and
women to signify social status, wealth and even political or religious
affiliation.. .Within the domestic sphere, lace has been an important
indicator of the virtues of the homemaker, through not only her attention
to the intimate details of interior decor, but also her prowess in the
domestic arts of embroidery and lace making.. .181

Many of the elements which fascinate the artists in this exhibition has parallels in
m y o w n use of lace, mcluding; abstracting patterns from lace; exploring the
relationship between positive and negative patterns within the fabric and using the
holes in lace as a metaphorical device. Pamela Gaunt, whose w o r k lace series#2,
2001 is represented in this exhibition also confirms m a n y of m y o w n sentiments,
about the process and m e d i u m of lace, w h e n she says
.. .1 am interested in re-presenting aspects of old cloth in ways that make
reference to tradition, but challenge the viewer beyond 'the familiar'.. .it
is also essential that the work contains contemporary references to
everyday life, either through the use of materials, processes, images or
inclusions in the form of found objects.. ,182

Lace: Contemporary perspectives, exhibition catalogue, Craftwest, W A , 2001
I S B N 0-9593404-8-3
Schilo, A. What's a thing made of nothing? Essay in Lace. Ibid., 6
Gaunt, P. Artist statement. Ibid, 17
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Louise S,zxte>n, fragments, 2002, (installation detail) painted lace
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Within all of m y materials domesticity is present. This can be seen in the
collecting and recycling, layering, 'quilting' and arranging, as well as the
repetition and patterning, of the materials. M y process in m a n y way also
references the domestic-arts and thereby domestic life in general.

Domesticity is reflected in every piece of work, whether a free-form Arabesque,
inspired by Ottoman tiles masquerading as high art wallpaper; or a simple square
of white paper embossed with lace - like toilet paper torn from its role. The
structure of m y work in the form of canvas squares, rectangles or ovals, imitate
the tile, the quilt-maker's block, the embroidery ring and the cushion. The
alphabet stamp imitates the child's alphabet puzzle, bedroomfriezeand building
block. Mundane actions and objects of domestic life become transmuted into art
- domesticity is ever present.

Multiples — many parts make a whole
A s explained in m y introduction, the visual component of the thesis consists of
more than 800 individual works on paper and canvas and from these hundreds of
'units' several discrete installations are formed. W h y multiples? O n a practical
level, m a n y small works are easily transportable and lend themselves to
production within confined spaces. D u e to the nature of m y dual roles of housekeeper/mother and artist, it is often necessary to bring work h o m e and small work
adapts itself easily to the kitchen table and the lounge room floor.

Many small parts coming together to make a whole also represents for me, the
bringing together and juggling of demands between m y h o m e life and studio
practice and between the process of painting and writing for the thesis.
Fragments, 2002,183 is the last installation produced for this project, which
incorporates paintings, found objects and fragments of paint-covered lace, used in
making m a n y of the other works for the thesis.

See fragments 2002, Illustration N o . 19 on p 86 of this exegesis
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Louise Saxton, fragments, 2002, (detail) lace-impressed gesso and watercolour on canvas
Note - this image should be read horizontally
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This 'fractured' group of paintings and objects w a s produced during the writing
phase of the thesis and each unit was constructed in 'fits and starts' throughout
this period - whenever I could find a spare hour or two. The constant disruption
to studio practice by the demands of home and writing and vice-versa, is reflected
in the multiple units of each major work for my thesis. The multiplicity in the
work also allows flexible configuration and mutation of arrangement, within the
idiom of 'shallow-space' installation

The multiple units also create an interface between the domesticity of the work
and the unique architectural space of the gallery184 and of the installation envelop,
Caroline Jordan says

.. .Saxton wanted to liberate the units or motifs from the traditional
containment of the grid.. .set out in flexible configurations, which could
respond spontaneously to the exhibition space. In letting the motif
wander, migrate and colonise architectural spaces, the artist intended a
playful but deliberate trespass, of a gendered kind. 185

In installation there is a close dialogue with
what could be seen as the 'masculine 'public
space of the gallery. My work brings
domestic craft traditions
deliberately into that
space
August, 2001

Writing the domestic
When I first undertook the research project, my proposal was to examine how the
quilt and other domestic-art traditions could stand as an analogy, or conceptual
framework for my art practice. I proposed to explore the parallels that exist - in
process, meaning, history, autobiography, naming and materiality - between the
quilt-maker and 'her' object and the contemporary artist and 'her' installation.

m

Interface - a surface regarded as the common boundary to two bodies or spaces; a point or
area at which any two systems act on each other.. .Interfacing cloth placed between outer
material and facing to give firmness. Moore, op. cit., 356
185
Jordan, loc. cit.
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Louise Saxton, fragments, 2002 (installation), watercolour and gesso on canvas, painted lace,
paper stencil, seaweed and leaf. Note - this image should be read horizontally.
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A s m y research progressed I realised that the quilt, however expansive in its
references and meanings tended to close down, rather that open out, m y
reflections on contemporary art practice. A broader approach could be articulated
more fully through the general notion of domesticity - or ideas about h o m e and
its impact o n m y o w n art practice. Domesticity represented a 'term' that could
better 'house' all aspects of m y methodology - the materials, the process, the
thinking and the w a y in which m y personal life intersects and constantly
interrupts, professional life and vice versa. Domesticity would enable m e - in a
w a y that the quilt on its o w n could not - to gain n e w insights into m y work and a
broadening of its historical antecedents.

My-experience of writing this exegesis has been much the same as my making that is, the process itself has led the way. I commenced a search around the word
'domesticity' in order to ascertain the prevalence of the concept in historical and
contemporary art. Domesticity represented an exciting challenge for research
because, while the word has currency in contemporary art discourse, until
redirecting m y focus of enquiry, the concept was not well defined for m e
personally. The initial search was, indeedfruitfuland allowed m e to 'uncover' a
vast array of multi-disciplined and multi-conceptual approaches to ideas about
h o m e in art. Through this search I was able to trace what I have called m y
'lineage' of domesticity by looking at a diverse range of contemporary and
historical artists, in a n e w light.

Among the overseas artists of this diverse group are those who; cast molecular
forms using bathroomfittingtechniques, surfaces and colours; m a k e scroll-like
wall pieces that w h e n purchased are installed as wallpaper in the buyer's h o m e ;
form dinner settings out of consumable materials — tea,rice,noodles; weave
textile based repetitions of iced cakes, kitchen implements and sliced fruits; create
knee-high sculptured 'planets' from wardrobe discards of bras, shoes and
curtains; construct 'clothing' from flea market and thrift store finds; m a k e trompe
I'oeil paintings of w o v e n rag rugs; float fabric 'chair-dresses' under a ceiling
pinned with hundreds of buttons; crochet delicate pressed flower petals into
enormousfragiledoyleys; collaboratively create a three-dimensional carpet out of
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4,000 everyday objects; sculpt 'dresses' out of crocheted bedcovers, pie tins and
rusted metal; crochet and knit installations from strips of text covered paper.

Reflecting on the prevalence of domesticity in contemporary art, Dina Ryan says
of this diversity
.. .When I think now about the insistent interest in domesticity in
contemporary art.. .a discursive 'house' emerges, an un-gendered space of
many rooms... the everyday subjects of.. .(the artist's)... lives in all their
diversity of action and m o o d - has become the subject of their artwork
and creation.. .domesticity, in all its variegated aspects.186

/ have formed a new understanding and appreciation of
Marcel's latrine and Meret's furry teacup, of Andy's
soup cans and Clans's toothpaste tube. I have understood more fully what Miriam has given me and called
to mind those gloriously still moments, of white-onwhite embroidery, in Judy's garish dinner setting. I
have recalled the resonating beauty ofAmish quilts
hung like soft versions of a Rothko,
in the National Gallery
of Victoria

June, 2002

186

Ryan. O p cit. p i 8-20

Louise Saxton blue object, 2001, watercolour on embossed paper
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Conclusion

Through this research I have shown h o w domesticity has been incorporated into
m y o w n art practice - through conceptual, material and functional means - and
also, with recurring interest and enthusiasm by m a n y artists throughout the
twentieth century. Domesticity embraces the radical as well as the prosaic and
critiques as well as celebrates and links together, ideas about h o m e and art. This
research shows that domesticity has been used to re-evaluate, re-contextualise and
re-invigorate approaches to art making, art objects and debates around the
relationship between the world of h o m e and the world of art. Also important to
m y project, is the w a y in which domesticity in art embraces the ordinary and the
everyday and enables artists to draw on these aspects of life as a motivating
source in art practice.

Questions about art making and what constitutes an art object and its context, as
well as the impact of the domestic on m a n y aspects of life are examined here.
Through the lenses of domesticity, these concerns are fused into the multi-layered
fabric of m u c h historical and contemporary art and practice. Domesticity draws
under its cover m a n y disparate and allied bedfellows, such as installation,
sculpture, painting, works on paper, textiles, conceptual, photographic,
performance, representational and non-representational, conceptual, celebratory,
critical, ironic, iconic, political, personal and h u m a n - y o u n a m e it, and it's there.

Reflections on why domesticity is an appropriate framework, upon which the
m a n y threads of interest, influence and inspiration in m y o w n work are pulled
together, quickly shouts back to m e "this is your life! " I swim in domesticity sometimes I wade and at other times feel I'm drowning in it. I a m a mother, a
homemaker and h o m e keeper, "chief cook and bottle washer" as m y father would
say. For the past seven years m y life has been largely centred on house and h o m e
and w h e n m y son was a baby I worked on the dining room table and finger90

painted with him on the kitchen floor. W h e n I regained a studio and some time
a w a y from that 'cloistered' space, it seems that domesticity took up residence
there as well.

Ideas about and reflections on home gather together the artists and artworks,
profiled briefly here - under this one roof of domesticity - allowing notions of
h o m e to be explored, in a myriad of ways. This diversity is reflected through recontextualising domestic objects and spaces; by transforming domestic materials
into art materials; by continuing to questionrigidideals - of 'high and low' in
art - and gender roles; by inverting Modernist conventions through the use of
'poor' materials and by celebrating the everyday, mundane and often overlooked
elements of fife.

Have you ever noticed that a whole day can be spent cleaning away dust and
grime and dirty dishes, tidying and sorting and scrubbing, only tofindthat by
the end of the week - or sooner — another layer of dust has taken up residence?
Every other surface in the house or studio is also covered in the chaos of daily
life — books and homework, bills and newspapers, dirty dishes and linen?
Marcel D u c h a m p , Meret Oppenheim, Claes Oldenburg, Miriam Schapiro and
others profiled here, have all noticed. These artists also, in one w a y or another,
embraced the mundane, repetitive and conflicting aspects of life - at h o m e and
in the studio - through their art.

Dust and tea, a toilet bowl and toothpaste tube, a quilted bedcover and a
crocheted doyley, wallpaper and a wall of paper plates and paper envelopes incorporated into art - are all pointers to h o m e . A s a site of and inspiration for
m u c h artistic practice during the twentieth century, h o m e is a place that - in all
its chaotic contradictions — links the artwork to the viewer and the artist to the
person on the street. H o m e , in whatever forms it takes, with its m a n y meanings
and associations, is the c o m m o n ground of the artists and art objects profiled
here and a major element of the ground beneath m y o w n art practice.
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H o m e is a lived-in - often messy, chaotic and vital - space and the objects,
inspirations and influences drawn from h o m e for the purpose of art, represent a
'lived-in' - or h u m a n - element in art practice.

Domesticity in art is analogous to a huge multi-pieced and multi-layered bed
cover, from which w e can experience both the warmth and confinement - the
freedoms and limitations - of h o m e and studio. This cover is constructed from
m a n y different types of cloth and by the hands of m a n y different makers. Like
the Aids quilts which, temporarily transverse great expanses of ground in an
ephemeral grid187 - in order to speak of the 'humanity'188 of life, love and loss these disparate artists are brought together here, through the humanity inherent
in the making of both h o m e and studio.

By profiling important and pivotal artists in relation to domesticity, the aim of this
research project has been to draw attention to the links between h o m e and studio,
between art and the rest of life. I have also placed the domestic-art traditions, to
which m y work is most keenly linked, within a wider context and in so doing,
placed myself within that broader historical framework. B y these examples I
have shown that the domestic realm has been and remains, a fertile ground for
m u c h historical and contemporary art practice.

This research is but one of many possible approaches to the field of domesticity in
art. I hope that the reader and the viewer will enjoy considering, as I have done,
these artists and their artworks in relation to h o m e and in relation to each other,
within the context of home.

Franses, R. Postmonumentalitv: Frame. Grid, space. Quilt in, Duro, P. (Ed.) The Rhetoric
of the Frame: Essays on the Boundary of the Artwork, Cambridge Uni. Press, U K , 1996,
p258
Humanity - ".. .2. The condition or quality of being human..." Human - ".. .2. Having the
weaknesses and faults of ordinary people..." Moore, op. cit., 330
9:

Louise Saxton, Daumier s Alphabet
Recycled envelopes on canvas

'v', 2002, (installation) watercolour, gouache and
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APPENDIX I: further images

Illustration
Number

22.

Louise Saxton, envelop, 2 0 0 1 , recycled paper and lace embossing
on Heidelberg 300gsm. (detail of 400 piece installation)
© The Artist, photography by Gavin Hansford

23. Louise Saxton Gown, 2001, acrylic & oil on canvas boards, (19
piece installation) © The Artist, photography by Tim Gresham
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24. Louise Saxton, X-y-jali, 2001, acrylic on canvas, © The Artist.
Photography by Tim Gresham
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25. Louise Saxton, lost, 2001, trace paper and hand-cut, lace-embossed
Heidelberg 3 OOgsm. © The Artist, photography by Tim Gresham
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26. Louise Saxton, cuppa madura, 2002, envelopes, Origami paper
& lace embossing on Heidelberg 300gsm (40 piece installation)
© The Artist, photography by Gavin Hansford
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26. Louise Saxton, Daumier 's Alphabet - V, 2002, watercolour,
gouache and recycled envelopes on canvas (detail of 12 piece installation)
© The Artist, photography by Gavin Hansford
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Louise Saxton envelop, 2001, (installation detail) recycled envelopes and embossing on paper
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j,

Louise Saxton Gown, 2001, (19 piece installation) acrylic & oil paint on canvas boards
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Louise Saxton x-y-jali, 2001, acrylic on canvas. Note - this image should be read horizontally.
102

Louise Saxton, lost, 2001, trace paper and hand-cut, lace-embossed Heidelberg 300gsm
103

4

Louise Saxton cuppa madura, 2002, (40 piece installation) recycled envelopes and
Origami sheets on embossing paper
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Louise Saxton, Daumier 's Alphabet
envelopes on canvas

2002, (detail) watercolour, gouache and recycled
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